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ABSTRACT 
Our medical system is in a state of flux at the moment. 
The Provisional Hospital Authority has reported its 
recommendations on the establishment of the new Hospital 
Authority which will be responsible for the public hospital 
service. If everything goes right, the legislation for this new 
Hospital Authority will be ready by the end of this year. 
Our primary health care is also under scrutiny by 
another working group which will report to the Governor at the 
end of this year. There may be some significant changes in the 
way our primary health care is organized. 
How will these potential changes in our health care 
system affect the market potential for health insurance in Hong 
Kong ？ In order to answer this question, we used the Delphi 
methodolgy to elicit consensus opinions from knowledgeable people 
on this question. 
The results indicate that in the near future the most 
important event that will affect the demand for private insurance 
is the partial recovery of costs by public hospitals. 
Farther into the future, a universal health insurance 
scheme with participation by both public and private regulated 
insurers seems to be the most likely event. 
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CHAPTER I 
HEALTH CARE SYSTEM AND HEALTH INSURANCE 
Introduction 
Access to health care is considered to be basic human 
right in most developed countries. The problem is: Who should 
pay. Different countries have different approaches to the problem 
and there does not seem to be a universal answer yet. 
Health care financing is again on the national agenda 
of USA and UK at the moment. In the States the question of an 
universal health insurance is again asked while in UK the 
National Health Service (NHS) is under fire. 
The effect of rising medical costs is also felt here in 
HK although not to the same extent. The trend however is 
clear: Medical cost inflation is going to stay. 
With the skyrocketing medical costs in recent 
years, government resources are stretched very thin. In his recent 
budget speech, the financial secretary projected that by 1993-
1994 the expenditure for health will rise from the traditional 9% 
to 11% of total public sector expenditure. This means that 
healthcare bill paid by the government will increase from about 
1.2% of GDP in the past to about 2% of GDP by 1993-1994. 
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Our society is facing another problem as we become 
more affluent. People are demanding a higher quality medical 
service which cannot be fulfilled with the limited funding that 
we have at present. The government has responded to this 
challenge by proposing to set up a new Hospital Authority which 
it hopes will increase the efficiency of our hospital system. 
The government has also set up a Working Party on 
Primary Health Care to look for more efficient way to deliver the 
service. It will give its recommendations to the governor by the 
end of this year. 
There is no doubt that improving the efficiency will 
help improve our present service, but that will not be enough. 
Additional resources have to be pumped in before we can expect 
any significant improvement. In the Oct.,88 issue of the HK 
Medical Association's Newsletter,the editor commented: 
“ Where will the funding for additional 
improvements, including doctors‘ working conditions, 
come from? And for all these improvements, one 
should not find it unreasonable to pay for difference 
in cost, either directly, or through a form of 
voluntary health insurance.“ 
The Estate Doctors Association also commented in the 
Oct.,89 issue of their publication EdaNews, ” Where are we 
heading Utopia or castle in the air ？ " : 
“ W e believe that if the government deems it an 
obligation to look after the daily medical problems 
of all citizens, a proper form of national medical 
insurance should be designed.“ 
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Our medical care system is at the crossroad now. Where 
should we head for before 1997 when we will be reunited to 
Mainland China. Mainland China is now using a public insurance 
scheme in her state enterprises while cooperatives are the main 
insurers in the vast rural areas. We are so to speak only 7 years 
from the Mainland system. It is perhaps a right time to study our 
health insurance system in HK. In particular, what will all 
these potential changes in the way health care is financed affect 
our health insurance industry. 
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Function of Health Insurance 
There is only one certain thing in life, and that is, 
we are going to die some day. But, there is no way to predict 
when that day will be. If it comes too early, it may be very 
disastrous for the survivors. Major or catastrophic illnesses 
and accidents are also rather unpredictable. It could happen to 
anyone anytime. 
In general, risks can be dealt with by the following 
means: 
i/ risk avoidanceThis is not easy as many dreaded disease 
do not have a known preventable cause, 
ii/ risk retention__This is useful when the loss is small 
e.g. common cold. More common however 
this is unintentional. People seem to 
think that such mishap can't happen to 
them. 
iii/ loss control--This is by loss prevention and loss 
reduction. Cultivation of healthy habits 
certainly helps but its effect is limited 
in scope. 
iv/ risk transfer--This is by sharing the risks within a 
pool as in insurance. 
In our society many risks towards our properties are 
handled by insurance e.g. automobile, fire ,burglary etc. It is 
only natural then that we should insure the most important asset 
which generates income to pay for our other properties--our 
health. 
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The functions of health insurance are therefore to 
protect income of the insureds from embarrassing loss. It also 
serves to fund the medical costs which could be very expensive. 
This is very important as an income producer is turned into a 
great consumer by illnesses and accidents. Health insurance is 
also used as credit insurance whereby it serves as collateral for 
all sorts of loans. Finally, it is a way to attract and hold the 
services of skilled and talented men in the firm. This is 
particularly relevant to us when we have very significant 
shortage of manpower due to the "brain drain". 
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History of Contract Medicine & 
Health Insurance in HK 
In Britain, the history of sickness insurance began as 
early as the 13th century. That was in the form of Friendly 
Societies for sick seamen which offered assistance to sick sailors. 
The Rose Act of 1793 was the first regulatory law to foster and 
protect Friendly Societies in UK. 
/ ‘ 
It is perhaps no surprise then that contract medicine 
in HK also started with sailors. Dr. Brian Apthorp in his 
article "Contract Medicine and Medical Insurance in HK" says, 
”The origin of contract medicine lies in the appointment 
of a port health doctor. From this, part private, part 
government appointment, grew the association of the 
Jordan Swan and Gibson practice and the role of that 
practice in performing pre-employment physical 
examination, and in looking after the health of crew of 
ships whilst in port.") 
, / � 
In the sixties there were only 2 major partnerships of 
doctors to cater for the big Hongs on a head count basis. It was 
not until early seventies when the BUPA came to HK to start 
business in medical insurance in H K . � 
There are around 200 insurance companies which have 
registered to underwrite policies in the category of accident and 
health insurance at present but only a dozen is active in medical 
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insurance. A Medical Insurance Association was formed and it has 
13 companies as members now. These include: AIA, Asia, BUPA, 
Cigna, Ka wah. Manufacturers Life, National Mutual, New Zealand, 
0TB, Union, Blue Cross, Carlingford and Carlingford Medical. 
The Present Health Insurance Market in HK 
/ 
In the Annual Report (1988-89) of the General Insurance 
Council of HK, gross premium written for general insurance is 
reported as 4259 million of which 617 million belongs to the 
class of Accident & others. Therefore, this category of Accident 
& others of which health insurance is a subcategory amounts to 
around 14% of the total general business. The exact percentage 
for health insurance is not known as the reporting requirements 
as set out by the Insurance Ordinance do not require separate 
reporting for the business of health insurance as distinct from 
accident insurance. 
Within this category of Accident & others, the gross 
premium has grown 45% from 1986 to 1987 which is very high 
compared to the 10% growth for Employees Compensation. 
In 1985, gross premium written in health insurance was 
reported to be around 100 million in the Scott‘s report. At 
present the market size in terms of gross premium is around 600 
million as estimated by people in the business which corresponds 
to an annual growth of greater than 40%. Thus, we can see that 
the health insurance industry is growing very rapidly. 
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This perhaps is not too surprising as many of our local 
residents are without the protection of health insurance whereas 
in the States 85% of citizens are protected by some form of 
policy. By consolidating statistics of wages and benefits of 
various industries in HK, the overall percentage of workers 
having some kind of medical benefits is less than 50%. On 
average, less than 20 % of our employees are provided with some 
form of medical insurance. 
With a loss ratio of around 75% and an administrative 
cost of around 10—15% the profit margin is around 10-15% for 
competitors in the health insurance business. It is estimated 
that five major players (Carlingford Medical, BUPA, National 
Mutual, Blue Cross, AIA) already captured 50% of the total 
market. 
As is the case in the States, group health insurance is 
more important than individual policies. Products offered do not 
differ greatly among these players and they include: 
--hospital expense coverage 
--surgical expense coverage 
--regular medical expense coverage 
一 - m a j o r medical expense coverage 
--disability income coverage 
--most dreaded disease coverage e.g. cancer 
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There are usually some minor differences in the packages 
that each company offers. The pricing of the products of course 
is related to the coverage offered. After taking the differences 
in coverage into consideration, the loading is probably similar 
since competition is fierce. 
Marketing of the products is usually via brokers or 
agents. Direct mail marketing is also used to reach targeted 
individuals via banks or visa card mailing networks. Mass 
marketing as such is seldom used in Hong Kong. Advertising in 
local media is also infrequent since targets can be better 
reached within the direct mail network. 
Indirect competitions also exist with large group 
medical practices which contract with large companies for 
outpatient medical benefits for their employees. Doctors are 
bound by professional code of practice that disallowed 
advertising or any form of canvassing for patients. There is at 
the moment heated debate about contract medicine within the 
profession. Insurers are particularly unhappy with contracts 
that are arranged on a pre-paid basis which they argued are 
actually insurance contracts. 
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Medical Services in HK 
The present health care delivery system in HK is 
basically a two tier system. The services provided by the 
government consist of no frill services which are thought to be 
basic. In its reaction to the refugee influx after the second 
world war, government has always geared to the provision of 
service at the basic minimum to ensure no health crisis will 
arise. 
More personal services are provided by the private 
sector which has always played a significant role in the 
provision of medical services. Although private hospital beds 
constitute only some 11% of the total bed available in the 
Colony, there are more doctors working in the private sectors than 
in our public institutions. 
Our health care bills usually amount to 4% of our GDP 
in recent years and our government only picks up about 35% of 
them. This proportion is very low compared to other developed 
countries where governments typically pay more than half the bill. 
The States is probably the only exception with private insurers 
paying more than government. 
Of the 8,386 million private medical expenditure in 
1986, our private insurers only pay LESS than 260 million (3%) 
which is extremely small compared to other countries. Who else 
then pay the rest of the expenditure ？ 
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Medical benefits are offered by some employers in HK as 
part of the compensation package. This is especially true for 
large corporations with great number of employees on the payroll. 
According to data from the Census & Statistics Department, nearly 
half of our workers are without medical benefits of any sort. 
Only about 15% of our employees are offered non-contributory 
medical insurance. The rest have some sort of mechanism for the 
partial reimbursement of their medical fees. Although we do not 
have any accurate data at hand as to how much our employers pay 
for medical fees, it is reasonable to assume that they pay for no 
less than half of the bills. I have assumed that workers who have 
to pay themselves tend to be more thrifty in their choice of 
medical services. 
Apart from private insurance, there is also a special 
kind of "public insurance" for our school children. The School 
Medical Service is run by the government to encourage health 
screening for our primary school pupils. Enrollment is voluntary 
after paying a nominal fee. The participating doctors are paid a 
capitation fee (currently $116) to cover each enrollee for a 
year. The "premium" is too low for most doctors since access is 
unlimited and many doctors threaten to withdraw from the scheme 
because they do not want to subsidize the scheme any more. 
Recently, doctors are allowed to charge for the cost of medicine 
($10/consultation) in order to pacify them. Changes are still 
brewing among participating doctors. 
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Changes Ahead: Scott's Report & 
Hospital Authority 
Since the 1974 White Paper on the development of the 
medical services, the Scott‘s report in 1986 is a major document 
on the further development of our health care delivery system. 
The pressures for change as conceived by the reporter include: 
(1)limited fund in an environment of surging costs, 
(2) increasing expectations from residents, , 
(3) unrest in subvented hospitals over the disparity 
of conditions between govt and subvented institutions, 
(4) demand from providers to upgrade facilities , 
(5) inefficiency of management structure in large regional 
hospitals, 
(6) inflexibility of the whole system due to constraints 
by civil service regulations 
Growth in our GDP is expected to level off in future and 
thus public expenditure on health is also expected to level 
accordingly. Health services however is still growing e.g., Tuen 
Mun Hospital will be opened in 1990. What are the options for us 
facing this funding problem. The options as suggested in the 
reports are: 
decrease in operating costs 
__increase in revenue by cost recovery 
--restraint of demand 
--increase in tax 
Cost control can be achieved by more effective resource 
allocation, tight control over overspending and value for money 
measures. Accountability to the allocated budgets will be on the 
shoulders of the Regions and Hospitals. 
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Cost recovery is next addressed in the report as a 
measure to serve three functions: 
——revenue collections 
--redistribution of wealth 
--redirection of demand 
Both the Cross Harbour Tunnel and MTR use special levy 
as a means to moderate demand with doubtful success. Its effect 
on patients • demand for service is very doubtful as it is often 
the doctors who will advise on the use of resources. 
Moderation of demands on our service is difficult as 
discussed above. Tax increase is probably out of the question 
too. In his address at the opening of the 1989/90 session of the 
Legislative Council on 11 Oct.,1989, the governor indicated that 
“ T h e lesson of public health services all over the 
world is that increased expenditure does not 
necessarily translate into higher standards. What 
is really important is the way money is used 
and how well the facilities are managed.“ 
No significant increase in funding to the medical 
service is likely in the future when education and the new 
airport project is going to need a lot of money. 
The major proposal of the report is to set up an 
independent Hospital Authority which will bring government and 
subvented hospital together within a single integrated system. 
This new organization will be a statutory public body apart from 
the government structures like KCR and the Housing Authority. 
Other proposals which may be important for the 
insurance industry are the introduction of class B beds which are 
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Charged for partial cost recovery. The basic daily bed charge 
will relate to the overall cost rather than the cost of meal as 
is practiced now • Other suggested charges will include Fixed 
Admission Charge, Special Charge for Major Procedures and Service 
Charges for Higher Accommodation Beds. 
The future hospitals are expected to have more 
flexibilities in raising and using their funds. They will also 
have more responsibilities in balancing their books. There are 
some suspicions that these changes in emphasis will be a 
forerunner of a more 'business' approach to health care and its 
eventual "privatisation" in line with Mrs. Thatcher's aspiration. 
It. 
Report of the Provisional Health Authority 
After nearly 2 years of preparatory works, the 
Provisional Hospital Authority‘s report to the governor was made 
public on the 4th April,1990. Apart from the major restructuring 
of our hospital networks and their management, the most 
important issue is the policies on fees and charges which will 
have a significant impact on the citizens and the health 
insurance industry. 
The report recommended that an all inclusive flat rate 
should be used for the third class beds but this rate would be 
pegged to the total cost of a bed rather than the cost of meal. 
“ T h e PHA believes that the eventual cost recovery 
should be aimed at between 15% and 20% which, on the 
basis of the results of the household survey, would 
mean that the maximum expenditure on hospitalisation 
of 17.45% of households would amount to about 2.7% 
and 3.6% respectively of their household income if 
they stayed in acute beds.“ 
The idea of B class bed with better facilities and 
higher fees was supported by the PHA report. It was proposed that 
such beds would be introduced in some new hospitals and existing 
hospitals where the occupancy rates were low. 
“One possible basis for charging for these beds 
follows the principle of 'marginal cost'. These beds 
should be subsidised to the same extent as beds in 
public wards, and the patients would pay the 
additional cost between the B-class and public wards." 
Other charges e.g. Admission charge, charges for 
specific procedures were not decided and required further 
considerations. For people who could not afford the costs, there 
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would be a mechanism to waive fees. 
“ I n addition to the complete waiving of charges 
because of low income, if admission charges and 
charges for specific procedures were to be introduced 
there would be a need to provide for the waiving of 
such charges ” 
Although government will have a final say on the 
policies on fees and charges recommended by the future Hospital 
Authority, the Authority will have freedom in the actual setting 
of the fees and charges within the agreed policies. 
“The PHA recommends that, in order to provide an 
incentive for the Hospital Authority to raise charges 
and an inducement for the public to accept higher 
fees, the Authority should be allowed to make use of 
予 substantial portion of revenue resulting from real 
increases in standard charges for the improvement of 
its services.“ 
Reorganization of Primary Health Care 
In response to the proposal in the Scott ‘ s report for 
the setting up of an independent Hospital Authority, the Medical 
and Health Department was splitted into two departments, namely 
Hospital Services Department and Health Department. 
After the establishment of the Provisional Hospital 
Authority for the major reorganization of the existing hospital 
services, the government has appointed another working party to 
review our primary health care services. In particular, it is to 
consider which of these services are best carried out by 
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government and which by the private sector. It will report to the 
governor by the end of 1990. 
Our primary health service has always been criticized 
by the public for poor quality and long waiting time. Some has 
suggested that the amount of money invested in the general out 
patient department can yield much better service by contracting 
patient care to private practitioners as is the case in UK. 
Others have suggested setting up of regional community 
health centers which will be partially subsidized by the 
government. Enrollees have to pay a yearly "premium" to increase 
the fund available to the health centers. Non-member will be 
required to pay a substantial cost above government subsidy. 
Better quality service tailored to the need of the local 
community is then possible with the funds available. 
More conservative approach calls for the expansion of 
the present services so that the scope and quality of service can 
be improved. 
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Implications for Health Insurance Industry 
Our health care delivery system is in a state of flux 
at the moment and the future is not very certain yet especially 
for our primary health care system. With the background of the 
handover of sovereignty to China in 1997 there are a lot of 
uncertainties about the future market for health insurance. 
We would like to generate some possible scenarios based 
on what we know about our present system as well as knowledge of 
what has happened in other parts of the world. Our time frame 
will be 5 to 10 years from now. 
There are of course other factors which will affect the 
market for health insurance apart from change in government 
health policy e.g. general economic performance� change in 
attitude of people , change in compensation package for our 
employees as brain drain continues. But, for the present study we 
will not pursue these topics any further. 
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CHAPTER II 
POSSIBLE SCENARIOS IN HEALTH CARE FINANCING 
Before going out to forecast the future demand for 
health insurance, we will first try to find out the possible 
paths of change for our present system. This is accomplished 
through literature survey and interviews with people who are very 
familiar with the system. 
r 
/ From the viewpoint of funding for health care, there 
are only a few options. The sources are either public or private. 
The main funding methods are :-
——general taxation 
——hypothecated taxes 
compulsory insurance (single or multiple scheme) 
——voluntary insurance 
--direct payment 
Providers are either employees or private contractors 
to the intermediaries which will carry the fund, they are 
——public 
--private non-profit 
--private for profit 
Against this background, our present system has a mix 
of private as well as public funding with the latter providing 
only 35% of the total expenditure. Funding methods are mainly 
through general taxation, direct payment and to a small extent 
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voluntary insurance. Our providers are mainly in the private 
sectors and only about 46% are under employment in public 
institutions. Our hospitals are either public (government and 
subvented) or private non-profit types. 
With this present system and the new hospital and 
primary health care reorganisations to come, what kind of changes 
are possible ？ 
Scenario I—National Health Service 
/ 
This is the situation where the health facilities as 
well as funding are the responsibility of the government. The 
government owns the hospitals and clinics and will also be 
responsible to run them. This is a very common mode of financing 
in the socialist countries e.g. Soviet Union." In the 
industrialized nations, the most notable example of course is 
the National Health Service (NHS) in UK. There is still a small 
private health care market in UK • 
This is a very unlikely event in HK since the private 
sector is supplying a very significant portion of our health 
services. Nationalization will mean increase in public health 
expenditure to more than double its present amount. Unless the 
government is willing to increase tax substantially, this simply 
cannot happen. We can only envisage such drastic change after 
1997 when socialist ideal might prevail. But, according to the 
Joint Declaration, the capitalistic way of life will not be 
changed for another 50 years. 
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Scenario ii--National Health Insurance (Single) 
This is also a very common mode of health care 
financing in Europe and other developed countries like 
Canada, Australia and New Zealand. 
In Canada, the standard for provincial public insurance 
programme is set by the federal government which makes 







Public agencies in the Provinces will pay for all of 
the costs of "medically necessary" treatments of their 
residents. The services are primarily provided by private doctors 
on a fee for service basis with hospitals being run by non-profit 
making Boards of Trustees. Funds are raised through general 
taxation to pay for medical bills. In some provinces, special 
levy may be used to supplement general taxation. 
The Medicare system in Australia also uses general 
taxation to raise the necessary fund. All residents are protected 
and are required to pay a nominal sum at the point of use. 
This is also considered to be a radical change from the 
present system. The financial implication for our government is 
similar to a nationalized health care system and thus is a very 
unlikely event. 
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Scenario illNational Health Insurance (Plural) 
As a gradual evolution from the private fee-for-service 
mode of health care financing, some countries have developed a 
pluralistic mode of national health insurance system. For 
example, in Japan, citizens are either covered by government 
agencies or by the ‘kempos‘ of large companies. Korea has also 
recently completed her transition to a national health insurance 
system with more than one source of public funds. 
In Netherlands too, the government is moving from a 
mixed system of social insurance scheme (covering 62% population) 
and private insurance scheme (38%) to a national scheme in 1992. 
All insurers, public or private, are obliged to accept all 
applications at the same fixed premium for that particular 
group except for differences in personal risk. Below the fixed 
ceiling, premium can vary among insurers to encourage 
competition. The system will consist of compulsory basic plus 
supplementary insurance• 
This is not a very great departure from our present 
system which is also pluralistic. But unless there is a major 
change in our legislation, such widespread use of insurance to 
cover nearly everybody will not develop on its own. In this case, 
the financial burden will be shared among government and 
employers. Typically, employees also have to provide their share 
in the form of a premium according to some form of community 
rating. 
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Scenario IV•�Sectorial Insurance 
This is the provision of insurance to certain group of 
people in a society according to some preset criteria. In 
Taiwan, civil servants, teachers, workers and fanners all have 
their specific insurance organisations. In 1987, of the 19.7 
million population about 6.4 million (nearly 1/3) are covered. 
The rest will either buy their own private insurance or pay out 
of their own pockets. Taiwan, however, is moving away from this 
arrangement and is heading for a national health insurance scheme 
which will cover everybody. The target year is 1992. 
In the States, old people are entitled to be insured by 
the Medicare Scheme, while poor people will receive Medicaid. The 
rest of the population will seek their own cover. Massachusette 
state is an exception where the state government has mandated a 
compulsory insurance scheme with contribution by both employers 
and employees. 
This is actually not too far from our present system. 
Although compulsory medical insurance schemes do not exist here, 
many big organizations do have their own schemes for their 
employees. 
Workmen compensation is already mandated by law. 
A possible scenario is the establishment of a mandatory 
insurance fund with both employer and employee contributions as 
an initial step. This may be necessary if our government really 
wants to "privatise" our public health service. 
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Scenario V� �Medisave in Central Provident Fund 
After the strike by workers of the Chinese Motor Bus 
for a very meager compensation in the pension plan, the advocacy 
for Central Provident Fund (CPF) has revived. There are strong 
pressures from the various unions for a better social security 
provision for 80% of workers who have minimal pension support 
after retirement. 
Singapore is often quoted as a good example of 
compulsory Central Provident Fund since the socio-economic 
profiles of the two places are comparable. One of the features of 
the CPF in Singapore is that part of the contribution is put in a 
separate account called the Medisave account which can be used by 
the employee for medical bills. Although this is not insurance 
per se since there is no spread of risk inside the pool, it has 
proved to be beneficial for the funding of higher class beds in 
Singapore. If CPF is accepted in HK, Medisave can also be 
considered as a useful addition to the CPF. 
Scenario VI—Fund Raising bv Lottery 
In Queensland lotteries are used to raise funds for the 
local hospitals apart from general revenue from taxation. Given 
our fondness for all sorts of gambling, lottery should be very 
acceptable to the public. The Royal Jockey Club is at present 
the most important source of lottery funds. Some have suggested 
that this might be very useful for some extra funds. 
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Scenario Vll—More Higher Class Beds 
with Partial Cost Recovery 
In the Scott‘s Report a higher standard accommodation 
(class B beds) is proposed to cater for the "sandwich class" 
earning from $9,000 to $2 0,000 a month. Partial cost recovery is 
expected from these beds. This will probably include both • hotel 
charges‘ as well as 'medical charges‘. 
There is a very strong lobby for the addition of these 
higher standard beds from the middle class given the prevalent 
overcrowding condition in our government hospitals. In 
Singapore, the experience is that such beds are very welcomed by 
the people as the society becomes more affluent. The fact that 
they have a Medisave scheme within their central provident fund 
for medical fees also explained their wide acceptance of these 
higher standard beds. 
Scenario VIII-•Privatisation• of Service 
with User Charges 
Although government has denied any intention to run the 
medical services like the KCR or MTR where they are required to 
balance their books. There is some suspicion that government will 
hope that the service can be largely self financed like the 
Housing Authority. In order to be financially viable, the service 
will need to recover a substantial part of the cost by charging 
the users. It is envisaged that some kind of means test will be 
used to exempt people who are unable to pay. A means test system 
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Of differential charging is used in South Africa. 
If such is the case, the general population will need 
to seek insurance cover of some sort to avert the eventuality of 
financial disaster due to major illness. 
Scenario IX--nommnn-^tv Health Center 
by Capitation Enrollment 
The future of our primary health care system is still 
uncertain at this stage. The report from the Working Party for 
Primary Health Care will not be ready till the end of 1990. 
Some have suggested the establishment of comprehensive 
medical centers on a regional basis to provide quality care for 
our population. Apart from government subsidy these center will 
try to attract enrollees by value-for-inoney service provided with 
capitation fees from the enrollees. Competitions between 
neighbouring plans will tend to provide competition and 
hopefully more efficient service. 
Scenario X-- Community Health Center 
with Partial Subsidy 
Others have suggested a model where community health 
centre are subsidized for essential services (e.g. immunisation) 
and for services provided to the indigent population. other 
users will be charged to recover part of the costs. Voluntary 
health insurance may be used to cover these kinds of regular 
costs. 
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Scenario XI� -Community Center Competing 
with Private Providers 
In this model, public community centers will compete 
with private providers for the provision of primary health care. 
Indigent population will be covered by government on a prepaid 
fix charge to either public or private providers who are taking 
care of this group. The rest of the population will be charge 
the FULL cost of the service. By introducing competition, it is 
hoped that primary health care service will be more efficient. 
Scenario XII__Contracting of Outpatient Care 
to Private Practitioners 
The cost for our outpatient service at the government 
clinic is reported to be at around HK $80/attendance. This has 
raised criticism as to the efficiency of the service. There are 
some who advocate that the service can be contracted to private 
practitioners at a lower cost. They claim that the care will be 
more personal and the patient is free to choose his doctor, since 
enrollment can be changed for example yearly, there is strong 
incentive for doctors to perform well to keep their clientele. 
This certainly is not new as this arrangement has been 
used by the NHS in UK for many years. The only difference is that 
in our case the private practitioners can still see their private 
patients. An income limit may be set for eligibility to be 
enrolled into the scheme. Alternatively, contributions by 
participants can be set against a sliding scale according to some 
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means test. Patients may be required to pay a token amount each 
visit to discourage indiscriminate use. 
Depending on the perceived financial implications for 
the government, this could be a viable concept. After all, our 
government has already contracted or privatised many services 
which are traditionally provided by the government e.g. car parks 
in estates. Private practitioners will certainly welcome such a 
proposal. 
Scenario Xlii—Hona Kona Medical Association 
as Insurer or Aaent 
Medical Association as insurer has a history as far 
back as the Great Depression in the States as evidenced by the 
establishment of the Blue Shield and Blue Cross Association. 
There are some medical practitioners who advocate for the HKMA 
to act as a public insurer. 
As a non-profit making organisation, some think that it 
can best represent the interest of the public and the medical 
profession. As an insurer itself, the HKMA probably has more 
muscle to influence the delivery of health care than private 
insurers (e.g. Medical Insurance Association) in a way 
satisfactory to both doctor‘s and insureds. In the States, the 
Blues are competing also with commercial insurers and have 
changed from the traditional indemnity plan to alternative ways 
of delivering health care e.g. Health Maintenance Organisation 
and Preferred Provider Organisation. 
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A related scenario is for the HKMA to act as AGENT for 
its members in the negotiation of contracts. The burden on the 
HKMA will be less if it acts only as an agent rather than an 
insurer. It will be credible to the public and fair to its 
members. This proposal will probably be welcomed by the solo 
practitioners who are in no position to compete with the more 
entrepreneurial large group practices in securing group 
contracts. 
Scenario xiv••Elimination of Contract Medicine 
Contract medicine is certainly not a new feature on the 
local medical scene. It is becoming more important as more new 
groups of doctors are competing for contracts among themselves as 
well as with insurance companies who act as agents for 
employers. 
There is much heated debate on this issue of contract 
medicine and the commercialization of medicine in local medical 
publications. In the June, 1989 issue of the HK Medical 
Association Newsletter, the intention of the Joint Ethics 
Committee was stated to be: 
“ T o work towards the gradual elimination of all 
medical contracts. It is realised that such a change 
cannot take place over-night but the Joint Ethics 
Committee has come to the conclusion that this is the 
preferred option for the future and the only way to 
eliminate all problems mentioned earlier.“ 
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The problems as seen by the Joint Ethics committee are: 
1/ The potential for �canvassing• for patients during the 
negotiation for contracts. 
2/ The lists of doctors distributed to "bona fide" clientele has 
the potential complication as being used as a form of 
advertisement• 
3/ The arrangement will interfere with the patients right of free 
choice of doctor. 
There are still a lot of arguments within the medical 
profession. The issue is not firmly decided yet despite the Joint 




Market potential forecast can be done either by 
qualitative or quantitative methods. Quantitative methods will 
include trend analysis method and econometric methods which are 
forecast based on historical data. The prerequisite for 
quantitative analysis of course is the availability of reliable 
historical data. The basic flaw with this method is however its 
basic assumption that the past is good prognosticator of the 
future. Although these mathematical methods are very neat in 
themselves, they do not consistently give results that are better 
than other less exacting analysis. 
In Hong Kong, there is no reliable data on the private 
consumption of health care and health insurance throughout the 
years. Also, reliable data on medical cost inflation for hospital 
and physician charges are not available. Therefore, demand 
estimation using historical data will be very difficult if not 
impossible. 
Qualitative methods are often used when empirical data 
are either unavailable or too expensive to obtain. It is also 
used when judgmental information is thought to be indispensable. 
Of these techniques the Delphi technique which was developed by 
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Rand Corporation in the sixties is widely used to extract 
reliable consensus opinion from groups of experts. This method is 
principally used in the forecasting of emerging technology. But, 
it has found other applications too e.g. in the assessment of 
effects of establishing policy. This is what we are going to do: 
to assess the effects of changes in the provision of health care 
on the market potential of health insurance in HK. 
The use of Delphi panel in the forecast of important 
events in the future is certainly not new. In 1981, the risk 
management services arm of Cigna's property and casualty special 
risk facilities division formed the Delphi Panel for voluntary 
risk management•1 Likewise, the Colorado chapter of The Society 
of Chartered Property and Casualty Underwriters (CPCU) used the 
Delphi technique to predict the future of the insurance 
industry in the year 2001.2 Nielson, Norma L reported in 1986 a 
Delphi study about the future of Life-health insurance by 100 
insurance executives, regulators, and academicians.^ Last year, 
The Arthur Andersen & co. and Life Office Management Association 
conducted a Delphi Study to track the insurance trend in both 
life-health and property-casualty insurance.4 
Iciouser, E. Randall:How the Delphi Panel Prognosticates the 
Future； Risk Management vol:33 Iss: 9 Date: sep 1986 pp:30-41 
Dye, William M. et al: Predicting Property and Casualty 
Issues--2001 AD;CPCU Jrnl Vol: 41 Iss: 2 Date: Jun 1988 
pp:122-126 
^Nielson, Norma L. ； Gonzalez, Manolete V.:Expect the 
Unexpected; Best's Review (Life/Health) Vol:87 Iss: 2 
Date:June 1986; pp: 36-42, 120-122 
4Bethea, Dorine: 1988 Delphi Study Tracks Insurance Trends; 
National Underwriter (life/health/financial services)；Vol:92 
Iss: 34 Date: Aug 22, 1988 pp: 14-15 
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The Delphi Methodology 
The Delphi method is a technique to solicit consensus 
opinion of experts on some future events. It typically consists 
of four phases of activities. 
Phase l:The Subject Matter is Explored 
In our case, the situation of health care financing in 
HK is explored. The many possibilities of changes due to major 
changes in the structure of health care system brought about by 
the establishment of the Hospital Authority and the Working Group 
on our Primary Health Care is discussed. 
Phase 2: I Scenarios� Generation 
We have analysed the possible paths that our present 
system may travel in future. These possible future events are 
presented as possible ‘scenarios‘. 
Phase 3:Opinions are Sought from Panelists 
With these scenarios organised in the form of a 
questionnaire ,our panelists are asked to provide their opinions 
concerning the likelihood that the events will occur, when the 
events will occur, and the impact of the events on insurance 
market given that it is likely to occur. 
Phase 4:Statistical Feedback 
The results of the first poll are tallied and this 
statistical information is provided to the panelists before they 
are repelled. 
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Categories of Delphi Technique 
There are mainly three categories of Delphi technique 
applications. The conventional Delphi is a combination of a 
polling procedure and a conference. As it is very difficult for 
us to hold a conference on this topic, we do not think that this 
is suitable for us. 
A more recent approach is the 'real-time' Delphi using 
computer networks to monitor and feedback on the poll. This is 
also not suitable for us because of technical difficulties. 
We have decided therefore to use the Paper-and-pencil 
Delphi polls. The polls will be conducted by mail questionnaires 
and the results analysed by us between rounds. The obvious 
drawback is of course the time delay and the possibilities of 
dropout between rounds. 
Choice of Expert Panelists 
There are no published guidelines to define expertise as 
used in Delphi studies. Nor is there any evidence to suggest the 
use of prestigious experts will improve Delphi accuracy.� 
We will propose to include in our panel health 
insurers, doctors and academicians who have shown interest in 
health care and health insurance. 
Iparente Frederick J•； Anderson-Parente Janet K. : Delphi 
Inquiry Systems； Chap 7 in Judgmental Forecasting Edited by 
G. Wright and P Ayton; 1987 John Wiley & Sons Ltd;pp:129-156 
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There are about 200 general insurers operating in the 
field of accident and sickness insurance. Among these companies 
13 have grouped to form the Medical Insurance Association. As it 
is probably more fruitful to ask insurers with significant 
activities in this field of insurance, we will select more active 
firms. Financial statements of 44 local general insurers are 
reported in the Market Research Report No. 311 of the Economic 
Research Department of HK Bank. Of the rest, we will randomly 
select a number of companies to make up a target number of 100. 
We will target the department heads for accident & sickness 
insurance as our respondents since they are more likely to be 
knowledgeable about these future changes. 
Doctors varied in their interest in public policy 
matters and it will be more fruitful again to select "doctors who 
are likely to be knowledgeable about these changes. For example: 
� �planners in Hospital Services Department, Health Department 
--public affairs committee of HK Medical Association 
--spokesman for other medical associations e.g. Estate 
doctor‘s Association, HK Federation of Medical Societies. 
� �doctors unions e.g. government doctor‘s association 
__politicians e.g doctors in Legco and district board 
--doctors in medical schools e.g community medicine 
We aim to get doctors from different backgrounds to 
respond to our questionnaire so that a more balanced view is 
possible • The target number is 50. 
In the paramedical disciplines, we will try to reach 
nurse associations as well as academics in the health sciences 
fields in the Polytechnics. 
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For academicians, we will expect people in the public 
policy departments and social work departments will be more 
concerned about the future change in the health care delivery. Such 
departments in the Universities and Polytechnics will be 
approached. Respondents will be chosen according to their area of 
interests and publications on social issues in HK. 
Although self-ratings are of questionable use to 
isolate expert opinions, it is probably useful to screen out 
panelists with limited knowledge. We propose that we use this as 
a screen for our respondents. 
Non-respondent and Dropout 
Ideally if we can ask our potential panelists to agree 
to commit to the 3 rounds of polls beforehand, there should not 
be any problem with non-respondents and dropouts. But, with the 
time constraint we are facing we think that we will have to omit 
this step. Moreover, we are not certain whether this initial 
invitation can actually serve its purpose of securing commitment. 
We think that people would prefer to answer the questionnaire 
straight away rather than to give consent to answer it at a later 
date. People who are not going to respond will not be gained by 
the initial invitation while some who will respond may be put off 
by the trouble of having to reply the invitation. 
We feel that the non-respondent rate may be higher in the 
insurers as we have no significant incentive to offer them except 
for the results of our poll. We therefore try to include more of 
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them in the first mailing net in order to get at least 30 
responses (i.e. 30%). 
As for the doctors we feel that the response rate will 
be higher since some of them can be contacted and persuaded by 
one of us. If the response rate is 50%, then we will have about 25 
respondents. 
We hope the academicians will show a better return as 
they are so used to research themselves. It should take them less 
effort to answer the questionnaire. 
We do not know the typical dropout rate as they are 
seldom reported in the literature. We will try to minimize 
dropout by: 
--setting it out at the outset that this is a 3 
round polling 
一 _ m i n i m i z i n g the delay between the first and 2nd poll 
——telephone or letter follow-up 
--reply by stamped envelope 
Since the nature of the Delphi technique is to find 
consensus among groups of experts, a small number of dropouts will 
not have devastating effect. By checking on the first poll 
answer, we will have some idea of the kind of people who have 
dropped out. For example, these may be those people who have a 
low rating about themselves in the first poll. In that case, the 
consensus may be better without them. 
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Optimal Kiimher Of Rounds 
In 1986, Erffmyer reported in Group & Organisation 
Studies about an empirical evaluation of the optimal number of 
rounds in Delphi technique. His results indicated that groups 
reached stability after the 4th iteration.� 
Parente however did not agree with this view. He 
thought that, “ It is not clear whether the gains in accuracy 
that result from iteration of polls with feedback are larger than 
one might get by adding additional panelists rather than adding 
rounds.“ ^ 
As we are constrained by time, we do not propose to go 
beyond our 3 rounds design. Instead, we will try to include more 
panelists as indicated by Parente‘s suggestion. 
lErffmeyer, Robert C.；Erffmeyer, Elizabeth S.,Lane Irving M. 
The Delphi Technique: An Empirical Evaluation of the Optimal 
Number of Rounds； Group and Organization Studies Vol: 11 
Iss:1-2 Date: Mar-Jun 1986 pp:120-128 
2Parente Frederick J.； Anderson Janet K.: An Examination of 
Factors Contributing to Delphi Accuracy; Journal of 
Forecasting(UK)； Vol:3 Iss: 2 Date: Apr-Jun 1984 pp: 173-182 
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Construction of Questionnaire 
After defining possible scenarios, these are translated 
into questions to be asked in the questionnaire. For each of 
these scenarios, the panel is asked to rate on four scales. 
The first is the feasibility scale which tries to assess 
what panel members consider on the feasibility of such change. 
The second scale is the desirability scale which ask 
the panel members to assess whether such change is considered to 
be desirable. 
The third scale is the time when the event is expected 
to come to fruition. In the initial design a 50% probability time 
scale was chosen to gauge the probability of an event occurring 
in some future date. This probability concept was found to be 
too difficult for some in the pilot test and was therefore 
dropped. Instead, a simpler linear scale was chosen. The time 
scale is divided into three sections,i•e. before 2000, after 
2 000 and never. Finer scale is provided for years before 2000. 
The fourth scale is the effect of that change on the 
demand for private health insurance. Although a scale with 
different gradation of magnitude sounds attractive, it is judged 
to be too difficult and is therefore not adopted. Instead, we 
just ask our panel members to indicate the direction of change 
only. 
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In order to get comparable answers to the feasibility 
and desirability questions, a schedule is used to define the 
various degrees of feasibility and desirability. These scales 
have been employed successfully in other policy Delphi studies 
reported in the literature. 
Apart from questions on possible future scenario, two 
questions which are of fundamental importance in the basic 
philosophy of health care financing is also set. 
The first question is whether all citizens should have 
a basic right to essential health care. Although many developed 
countries (except the States) have explicit clauses in their 
constitution for the right to health care, it is not universally 
recognised. 
The second question is whether all citizens should be 
entitled to health care of the same quality. Equity in terms of 
distribution of health care geographically and across various 
social sector is difficult to achieve. It is nonetheless a very 
important question to ask in deciding how funds should be 
allocated. 
These two questions are posed at the very beginning so 
as to force our panel members to focus their attention on these 
two important questions. We hope to tune them into a suitable 
state to answer the questions that are to follow. 
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A question on self rating is also asked in the 
beginning. Although self rating has not been proven to be useful 
in isolating expert opinion, it does have a role to eliminate 
respondents who are wrongly chosen. A scale is devised such that 
insurers, doctors and academicians would find it easy to assess 
themselves against the scale. The scale is not sophisticated and 
is in a sense arbitrary. 
To supplement the rather rigid format of the 
questionnaire, panel members are encouraged to supplement their 
views in the comments section. They can suggest new scenarios, 
state their arguments and whatever they think are related. These 
comments will be fed back to them in the next round. New 
scenarios suggested will be supplemented in the next round. 
As a cross reference to the questions on scenarios, 
panel members are asked in the second round about the most 
important factors that will affect the market for health 
insurance in the next five years. The most frequent responses 
are tabulated and the panel members are asked to rank them in the 
final round. 
At the end of the questionnaire, a classification 
question is asked to identify which categories of profession the 
respondents belong to. Since other demographic data are not 
relevant to the study, they are not asked. 
The format of the questionnaire was changed several 
time in the pretest phase after consultation with potential 
respondent groups. The questionnaire was later pretested with 
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selected members of each group. Only minor modifications were 
required after the pretest. 
The questionnaires for the three rounds are appended in 
the appendices for the interested readers. 
Selection of Panel Members 
Since the Medical Insurance Association is the most 
active in this field of health insurance, contact list of its 
memberships was obtained and all members were invited to become 
panel members. 
Of the rest, the list can be obtained from the 
Insurance Registry. About 100 companies are selected out of the 
total of around 200. The selection is based on the premium 
written as reported in the HK Bank Research Report on insurance. 
Some brokers and agents are included as suggested by our contacts 
working in the field. 
Doctors are selected from the various societies and 
association which represent groups with different interests e.g. 
HK Medical Association, Estate Doctors Association, Hong Kong 
College of General Practitioners. In order to have a good 
balance of viewpoints, doctors from private, public and 
universities are included. Basically, doctors are chosen because 
they have shown some knowledge and interest in the financing of 
health care whether by their job nature or their other offices. 
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Paramedics are selected also from the associations and 
societies contained in the medical directory. Academics in the 
Polytechnic teaching paramedical science are also invited. 
Academicians are chosen mainly from lists of faculties 
in the various prospectus. Universities, Polytechnics and some 
Colleges offering social work ,sociology or public administration 
are included. The choice is according to their field of interest 
if known, otherwise the process in random. 
Implementation of the Study 
Pretest of the questionnaire was performed in 
December,1989 after going through a preparatory phase of about a 
month. 
The first round of questionnaires were sent out in 
January, 1990 before the Chinese New Year. There was some delay 
in getting back the returns due to the Chinese New Year vacation 
especially in the academic institutions. 
The second round questionnaires were distributed at the 
latter half of February. For people who have not returned the 
questionnaires after around two weeks time, reminders and 
another questionnaire were sent. 
The final round questionnaires were mailed in the 
middle of April during the Easter Holidays. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results on the three round of questionnaires are 
appended at the end of this presentation. Discussion is based on 
the final results obtained in the last round. For changes of 
opinion between rounds please refer to the appendix. 
A total of 46 responses were received and among them 
there were 10 insurers, 21 doctors, 12 academicians and 3 in the 
paramedical fields. 
Within the insurers group 7 respondents are from member 
companies of the Medical Insurance Association. Of the rest some 
are working in other insurance companies while others are brokers 
and agents. In this group 4 respondents rate themselves as being 
experts in the field of health care financing. Only two 
respondents rate themselves as unfamiliar with the topic. 
The doctors group has 21 respondents. Among them 
include office bearers of various professional bodies who have 
responded on individual basis. Examples include: 
--HK Medical Association 
--HK College of General Practitioner 
--British Medical Association 
- 一 G o v e r n m e n t Doctors Association 
--Subvented Hospital Doctors Association 
——Estate Doctors Association 
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In terms of background, there is a good mix of people 






There is no one who rates himself as unfamiliar with the 
topic. Most feel that they are at least knowledgeable and there 
are three who rate themselves as experts. 
There are only three respondents in the group of 
paramedics who have completed the three rounds of questionnaire. 
Two nurses hold key positions in professional bodies and the 
third is a teacher in an institute. All of them rate themselves 
as knowledgeable. 
The background of the 12 respondents in the categories 
of academicians include mostly lecturers in our universities and 
polytechnics. We have also included 2 researchers from the 
Central Policy Unit into this categories. There are more 
respondents (5) in this group who rate themselves as unfamiliar 
with issues about health care financing which is not surprising 
at all given their background. 
INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICS ACADEMICIAN 
(N= 10 ) (N= 21) (N= 3 ) (N= 12 ) 
My self rating on the field of health care EXPERT 4 3 0 0 
financing is KNOWLEDGEABLE 4 18 3 9 
UNFAMILIAR 2 0 0 3 
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Health Policy Philosophy 
INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICS ACADEMICIANS 
(N= 10 ) (N= 21) (N= 3 ) (N= 12 ) 
Health care should be a Universal Right AGREE 9 16 3 11 
DISAGREE 1 6 0 1 
Most respondents across the categories agree that 
health care should be a universal right. The philosophy one 
holds often affects how one judges the desirability and 
feasibility of a certain way of raising fund for the purpose of 
financing health care. We have a good consensus here that health 
care should be a universal right. 
INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICS ACADEMICIANS 
All citizens should have access to health AGREE 3 12 3 8 
care of the SAME quality. DISAGREE 6 6 0 3 
There is more controversy about the quality of care 
that one should get. Insurers and doctors are split on this 
point. There are significant numbers of respondents in these two 
groups who do not think that everybody should get health care of 
the same quality. 
For the paramedics and the academicians, the majority 
think that everybody should have the same quality of care. This 
is not too surprising given their more egalitarian background. 
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Methods of Funding 
INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICS ACADEMICIANS ALL 
Government should fund all health FEASIBILITY unfeasible feasible feasible feasible feasible 
care facilities and provide all DESIRABILITY undesirable undesir desirable desirable undesir. 
citizens the necessary care, e.g. TIME FORECAST never >2000 >2000 never never 
National Health Service DEMAND decrease decrease decrease decrease decrease 
There is a split of opinion on the feasibility of a 
national health service type of arrangement in Hong Kong. 
Doctors, paramedics and academicians all think that it is 
feasible while insurers feel that it is unfeasible. 
Both doctors and insurer agree that it is undesirable 
while academicians and paramedics think otherwise. 
Most respondents think that such arrangement will never 
happen here. Doctors and paramedics however think that there 
might be a chance of this eventuality after 2000• 
All will agree that with nationalisation of health care 
services, private insurance demand will decrease. This should be 
obvious as government will become the monopolistic health insurer. 
INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICS ACADEMICIANS ALL 
Health care financing should FEASIBILITY feasible feasible feasible feasible feasible 
follow the model of national DESIRABILITY undesirable desirable desirable desirable desirable 
health insurance with different TIME FORECAST never >2000 >2000 >2000 >2000 
PUBLIC insurance funds , e.g. DEMAND increase increase increase increase increase 
federal programs in Canada. 
All groups think that a national health insurance 
scheme such as the Canadian scheme is feasible. There is however 
disagreement as to whether this is desirable. Doctors, 
paramedics and academicians think that is desirable while 
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insurers think otherwise. The most optimistic time forecast for 
this eventuality is beyond 2000• Insurers think that will never 
happen. 
All feel that with national health insurance, the 
demand for private health insurance will increase. This may be 
due to the assumption that private insurers are involved in the 
servicing of such plans. 
INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICS ACADEMICIANS ALL 
Health care financing should FEASIBILITY feasible feasible feasible feasible feasible 
follow the model of national DESIRABILITY desirable desirable undesir desirable desirable 
health insurance with different TIME FORECAST >2000 >2000 >2000 >2000 >2000 
public and regulated PRIVATE DEMAND increase increase increase increase increase 
insurance funds ,e.g. in Japan 
and Netherlands. 
All panel members think that this is feasible and 
desirable except paramedics who feel that it is undesirable. The 
time forecasted for this event is beyond 2000 for all groups. 
The demand for health insurance will obviously increase. 
INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICS ACADEMICIANS ALL 
Health care financing should follow FEASIBILITY feasible feasible feasible feasible feasible 
the model of public insurance funds DESIRABILITY undesir undesir undesir undesir undesir. 
organised by various SECTORS.e.g. TIME FORECAST never never 97-98 >2000 never 
teachers union, industrial unions, DEMAND increase increase increase increase increase 
civil service etc. e.g. in Taiwan. 
All panel members are of the opinion that public 
insurance organised by sectors are feasible but none feel that it 
is desirable. Most respondents feel that it will never become 
the funding method for the territory. The most optimistic forecast 
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is from the paramedics who think this can happen around 1997. The 
effect on private health insurance will be positive. 
INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICS ACADEMICIANS ALL 
Mandatory__Central Health Insurance FEASIBILITY feasible feasible feasible feasible feas. 
Scheme with contribution by employees DESIRABILITY desirable desirable desirable desirable desir. 
and employers should be set up. The TIME FORECAST 93-9A=>2000 97-97=>2000 95-96 95-96 >2000 
scheme should be run by private DEMAND increase increase increase increase increase 
insurers with government regulation 
on premium and benefits. 
The idea of a mandatory health insurance linked to 
employment seems to be acceptable to all groups. Most feel that 
it is a feasible alternative and many find this actually 
desirable. 
The time forecast for this event however is beyond 
2000• Both paramedics and academician think that it will come 
about around 95-96. Doctors and insurers are divided in the 
forecast. 
The effect on private insurance demand is increase 
since this mandatory scheme could be run by private insurers 
under government regulation. 
INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICS ACADEMICIANS ALL 
Mandatory Central Provident Fund FEASIBILITY unfeasible feasible feasible feasible feasible 
with part of fund usable in DESIRABILITY undesirable desirable desirable v.desir desirable 
payment of hospital fees should TIME FORECAST never >2000 >2000 >2000 >2000 
be adopted e.g. Medisave scheme DEMAND increase increase increase increase increase 
in Singapore. 
Doctors, paramedics and academicians agree that a 
Central Provident Fund type of arrangement is feasible. Insurers 
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hold the opposite view. Academicians think that CPF is very 
desirable. Both doctors and paramedics agree that it is 
desirable. Insurers alone feel the opposite way. 
Optimistic forecast for CPF place it beyond 2000 
whereas insurers do not think that is ever going to materialize. 
Medisave as its name implies is only a saving programme and not 
insurance per se. The effect on the demand for health insurance 
is predicted to be positive. 
INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICS ACADEMICIANS ALL 
Hospital Authority should raise FEASIBILITY feasible feasible feasible feasible feasible 
extra fund by some form of DESIRABILITY undesirable desirable desirable undesirable desirable 
lottery following the example of TIME FORECAST never 93-94 93-94 never never 
Queensland, Australia. DEMAND no change no change increase no change no change 
All groups agree that raising fund by some form of 
lottery is feasible. This is expected judging from the 
attraction of Mark-six to the population. 
Both insurers and academicians however find it 
undesirable to raise fund, in this way• Doctors and paramedics on 
the other hand find this desirable. 
Both doctors and paramedics are optimistic in the time 
forecast and predict that fund raising by lottery will come into 
the picture as early as 1993-94. On the other extreme, both 
insurers and academicians think that will never happen. 
All groups except the paramedics predict that fund 
raising by some form of lottery will not affect the demand in 
private health insurance. 
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Cost Recovery for Hospital Services 
INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICS ACADEMICIAMS ALL 
More higher class beds with better FEASIBILITY feasible feasible feasible feasible feasible 
accomodation facilities with PARTIAL DESIRABILITY desirable desirable desirable desirable desirable 
cost recovery should be provided TIME FORECAST 95-96 93-94 93-94 9 3 - 9 4 9 3 . 9 4 
in government h o s p i t a l s . DEMAND increase increase increase increase increase 
Partial cost recovery with higher standard of 
accommodation is accepted by all panel member to be both 
desirable and feasible. Most feel that this will become true in 
the year 1993-94. Insurers are more conservative and predict its 
occurrence in 1995-96. All agree that the effect on health 
insurance will be positive. 
INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICS ACADEMICIANS ALL 
The hospital service should be FEASIBILITY feasible feasible unfeasible unfeas=feas feas 
'PRIVATISED' with cost recovery by DESIRABILITY undesir undesir v.undesir undesir undesir 
USER CHARGES like in the case of K C R . TIME FORECAST never never never never never 
Government will only subsidize the DEMAND increase increase increase increase increase 
indigent p o p u l a t i o n . 
Privatisation of health care with cost recovery by user 
charges except for the poor is accepted as feasible by insurers 
and doctors. Paramedics do not think that is feasible. 
Academicians are divided in opinion on its feasibility. 
Moreover, no group feel that is desirable. 
All predict that it will never occur. If it does 
occur, the effect on the demand for health insurance will be 
positive. 
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Primary Health Care 
INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICS ACADEMICIANS ALL 
Primary health care should be FEASIBILITY unfeasible feasible feasible feasible feasible 
organised into community health DESIRABILITY undesirable desirable desirable desirable desirable 
centres with government subsidy TIME FORECAST never 95-96 93-94 97-98=never never 
and residents enrolling will pay DEMAND decrease no change increase decrease no change 
yearly subscription i.e.CAPITATION 
FEES to cover recurrent costs of 
running the c e n t r e s . 
All groups except insurers think that primary health 
care organised on a community health center basis with yearly 
capitation fee is feasible. Doctors and academicians think that 
is desirable while insurers are of the opposite opinion. 
The most optimistic forecast come from the doctors and 
paramedics who put the date down as early as 1993-96. On the 
other hand both insurers and academicians do not think this model 
is going to materialize. 
INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICS ACADEMICIANS ALL 
Primary care should be organised FEASIBILITY feasible feasible feasible feasible feasible 
into Community health centers DESIRABILITY desirable desirable desirable desirable desirable 
funded by a combination of TIME FORECAST >2000 97-98 93-94 93-94 97-98 
governmant subsidy for essential DEMAND increase increase increase increase increase 
services (e.g. immunisation) and 
indigent p o p u l a t i o n , and users 
charges and voluntary insurance 
s c h e m e s . 
This model of community health center with government 
subsidy for essential service and the indigents is well received 
by all groups as being both feasible and desirable. 
The most optimistic forecast is for it to happen in 
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1993-94 While the most conservative thinking is that it will 
occur beyond 20000. 
The demand for health insurance will increase as 
expected since part of the way to fund the scheme is by voluntary 
insurance scheme. 
INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICS ACADEMICIANS ALL 
Primary care should be provided FEASIBILITY feasible feasible unfeasible feasible feasible 
by Public community health centers DESIRABILITY undesir undesi'r undesir undesi'r. undesir. 
competing with Private providers. TIME FORECAST never=2000 never never never never 
Individuals and groups should pay DEMAND increase increase increase increase increase 
FULL costs to both public and private 
providers. Indigent population will 
be covered by the government on a 
fixed charge prepaid to the providers. 
Only paramedics think that this scheme is unfeasible. 
All are however of the opinion that it is not desirable. All 
agree that it will never happen. If it should happen the demand 
for health insurance will increase. 
INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICS ACADEMICIANS ALL 
Government should contract out FEASIBILITY feasible feasible unfeasible feasible feasible 
the outpatient services to private DESIRABILITY undesir undesir undesir undesir undesir. 
practitioners on a Prepaid Scheme TIME FORECAST never never never never never 
basing on the number of patients DEMAND decrease increase increase increase increase 
enrol led as in U K . 
Contracting out the outpatient service to private 
practitioners are thought to be feasible by all groups except the 
paramedics. All groups concur however that this is not 
desirable. No groups think that day will ever come. If it should 
happen all groups think that will increase demand for private 
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health insurance. Insurers think that the demand will decrease. 
Contract Medicine 
INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICS ACADEMICIANS ALL 
Hong Kong Medical Association FEASIBILITY def.unfeas feasible feasible feasible feasible 
should organize itself into a DESIRABILITY v.undesir undesir. undesir. undesir. undesir. 
Non-Prof it Making insurer for TIME FORECAST never never never never never 
the public. DEMAND decrease increase increase increase increase 
All groups except the insurers think that the idea of 
HKMA organizing itself as a non profit making insurer is 
feasible. No group however think that it is desirable. The 
insurers object very much to such idea. 
All groups agree that it will never occur. If it does 
happen all think that demand for private health insurance will 
increase. Insurers think that the opposite will be true. 
INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICS ACADEMICIANS ALL 
Hong Kong Medical Association FEASIBILITY feasible feasible unfeas feasible feasible 
should organize itself as AGENT DESIRABILITY undesi=desi desirable undesir. undesi=desi desirable 
for the arrangement of contracts TIME FORECAST never never never >2000 never 
for the provision of medical DEMAND decrease increase increase no change increase 
services with employer groups. 
Participation of doctors are 
voluntary. 
All groups except the paramedics feel that it is 
feasible for HKMA to act as agent for doctors. Both insurers and 
academicians are divided about its undesirability• Doctors think 
that it is desirable, paramedics however feel that is undesirable. 
The time forecast for this event is never except for the 
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paramedics group. Thus, it seems to be a very unlikely event 
given that doctors also believe that it will never happen. 
As for its impact on health insurance, insurers not 
surprisingly feel that it will tend to decrease demand for private 
health insurance. Doctors and paramedics are of the opposite view. 
Perhaps, there will be an increase in contracts on the HKMA side 
and a decrease in demand from private insurers. Academicians 
think there will be no change. It may be that the overall demand 
from their point of view has not been changed. It is the market 
share that has been changed. 
INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICS ACADEMICIANS ALL 
Doctors should not be allowed FEASIBILITY unfeas unfeas unfeas feasible unfeas 
to enter into contracts with DESIRABILITY undesir undesir undesir undesir undesir 
CORPORATE clients e.g. banks, TIME FORECAST never never never never never 
hotels for the provision of DEMAND increase increase increase no change increase 
medical services. 
All groups except academics agree that to disallow 
doctors to go into contracts with corporate clients is 
unfeasible. All agree that to do so will be undesirable too. 
The forecast is that it will never happen. All groups except the 
academician group think that the demand for private health 
insurance will increase. Academicians think that there will be no 
change while paramedics feel that it will actually decrease. 
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The most significant event(s) that will affect the demand 
for private health insurance in the next five years is (are): 
RANK 
1ST 2ND 3RD 
--Rising cost of health care 10 7 4 
Economic performance of the territory 7 2 3 
--Fee structure of Hospital Authority 4 10 4 
Increase demand for higher quality care 3 3 9 
��Deterioration f public medical service 3 3 0 
--Development of group medical insurance 3 2 2 
scheme 
--Decrease govt commitment in health care 1 3 3 
--Primary health care reform 1 2 4 
--Labour shortage 1 1 2 
--Brain drain of healthcare providers 0 0 1 
The most important events that will affect the demand 
for private health insurance in the next five year as seen by the 
panel members are listed above. The event that rank first most 
frequently is the rising cost of medical care. This is very 
logical as the risk of going without insurance is greater with 
more expensive health care. 
The second most important event is the economic 
performance of the territory. This again is not surprising since 
insurance purchase is related to disposable income of individuals 
and profit of corporations. 
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The third most important event is the fee structure of 
the Hospital Authority. If the fees and charges are increased, 
the need for private health insurance will increase to cover the 
possibility of substantial financial loss due to accidents and 
illnesses. 
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SummarY of Results 
From the above discussion, we can see that the most 
supported means of funding our medical care is by some form of 
national health insurance with different public and regulated 
private insurance fund. But even with this well supported scheme, 
the time forecast for the optimist is still beyond 2000. Health 
care financing is a very complex issue and any major overhaul 
takes time. Since we still do not see any signs of major change 
from government, it is unlikely to be around in the next five 
years. 
Lottery as a means for raising extra fund is 
controversial. The predictions from the medical group and the 
other groups are polar to each other. 
Partial cost recovery is expected just around the 
corner. This is confirmed by the Provisional Hospital Authority 
Report. Full cost recovery is however still very far away. In 
fact, all panel members do think that will never occur. 
As for primary health care only public community health 
center organised on a capitation fee basis or by mixed funding 
have any support. The most optimistic forecast is for them to 
come into being in 1993-94. Since the report for the delivery of 
primary health care will be delivered towards the end of this 
year, we will soon know whether these predictions are going to 
materialise. 
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All options for HKMA to become either insurer or agent 
are poorly supported. Most people across the groups think that it 
will never occur. As for the abolition of contracts between 
doctors and corporate clients, the prediction again is that it 
will not happen. Thus, there would seems to be no great departure 
from the status quo in the near future as far as contract medicine 
is concerned. 
As for the most significant events that will affect the 
demand for private insurance in the territory, rising medical 
cost receive the most vote. 
The general economic performance comes a close second. 
As the income of workers and profits of companies are tied to the 
state of the economy, this is not surprising at all. Taylor et 
al in his book on "Consumer Demand in the United States" has 
estimated that the income elasticity for medical insurance is 
around 2.02 . 
The third most significant factor is the fee and 
charges structure of the Hospital Authority. This correlates 
well with the forecast that partial recovery of hospital costs 
will be implemented soon. 
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CHAPTER V 
IMPLICATIONS FOR INSURERS 
AND CONCLUSIONS 
Our medical system will surely change significantly 
within the next few years. Both hospital and primary health care 
will be reorganized with possible changes in the method of 
funding them. These may present threats or opportunities for our 
private insurers. Now that we have reported the forecast of 
knowledgeable people in the field, the natural question to ask 
is: What are the implications of these forecast on the demand of 
private health insurance. 
Methods of Funding 
! 
Of the seven scenarios tested the most acceptable 
alternative (both desirable and feasible) is the model of a 
national scheme with both public and private regulated insurers. 
Since the private insurers are included in the plan, the demand 
for private insurance of course will be increased. 
The forecast for a "national scheme" is beyond 2000 • 
The forecast for a mandatory health insurance linked to 
employment is predicted at an earlier day. This could well be 
interpreted as a forerunner for a national scheme. 
If we turn to the States for precedence, there are 
indeed similar proposals. Senator Edward Kennedy has proposed a 
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plan for the comprehensive coverage of all residents with no 
limits on hospital days and outpatient visits. No deductible and 
coinsurance is required. For the gainfully employed the group 
health insurance is to be handled by private insurers. Premium is 
to be paid by both employers and employees. The upper limit for 
employee contribution is 35%. Old people are covered by the 
Medicare which is an existing policy. Indigent population who are 
now relying on Medicaid shall be the responsibility of a new 
organization called the National Health Insurance Board. This is 
a very generous plan and was not accepted. Since then 
similar but less generous plans are proposed by Senator Russel 
Long and President Jimmy Carter. 
Although a national plan is only still in a debate 
stage, the state of Massachusette has already enacted a law for 
compulsory employment linked health insurance. 
Netherlands is also moving towards a mix of public and 
private insurer system. Private insurers are required by law to 
underwrite policy for all applicants at a predefined premium 
according to some form of community rating. To encourage 
competition, they are allowed to go below this price but not 
above. 
The time forecast for this happy event is around 1997 
for the most optimistic and beyond 2000 for more conservative 
groups. 
Should this event occur, the demand for health insurance 
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will be much greater given our low percentage of people who are 
protected by insurance. This will attract more insurers to join 
in the competition for a share of the market. The big health 
insurers should still have an edge because of their experience and 
goodwill. Competition is still expected to be very intense. 
The next most likely way of funding is a national health 
insurance scheme by public insurers. In the example of Australia, 
private insurers are only allowed to write policy for benefits 
that are not covered by the government. This scheme is thought to 
be feasible by three groups with two groups rating it as 
undesirable. The overall sentiment taken all panel members as a 
group is that this is both feasible and desirable. As for the 
time forecast, two groups think that it will happen only beyond 
2000 and two groups think that it will never occur. 
If this should happen, the private need for insurance 
should decrease theoretically. For the private insurers they can 
either change their focus to more specialized coverage not offered 
by government or they can offer service to the public insurers by 
acting as private contractors to administer the public program. 
Central Provident Fund with Medisave provision has 
strong support by academicians with social work and public 
administration background. They think this scheme is feasible and 
very desirable. Insurers are diametrically opposite to this 
viewpoint and rate this scheme as both unfeasible and undesirable. 
This actually reflects what has happened when CPF was introduced a 
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few years ago. It was supported by the grassroots but opposed by 
the businesses. It is very difficult to predict whether such 
proposal will revive in the future. Both the doctors group and 
the academicians think that there may be a chance of this 
happening beyond 2000• Paramedics and insurers do not think there 
is a chance at all. 
Should this scheme be adopted, the emphasis of the 
private insurers should be on coverage for catastrophic illnesses. 
In the case of Singapore, they have found that the Medisave is not 
enough to cover catastrophic losses. There is still a need for 
insurance against major mishaps. 
Funding of health care by insurance organized by sectors 
is accepted to be feasible by all but none feels that this is 
desirable. Indeed, our panel member must be very wise since our 
prototype Taiwan has also decided to switch over to a national 
scheme. 
Although this way of funding may not be ideal as a final 
goal but it can function as an intermediary towards a final 
national scheme. In fact, both Korea and Japan started off 
historically with health insurance organized by sectors though 
perhaps not by design of the central government. 
All groups except doctors think that this will never 
happen. This is probably true if this scheme is to be masterminded 
by a central authority. It is far simpler and better to have a 
unified scheme. But, this cannot exclude the possibilities of 
spontaneous development due to some environmental forces (e.g. 
I • 港 中 文 大 舉 圓 當 你 藏 當 I 
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When user charges are rising beyond affordability of an ordinary 
worker)• The history of development of health insurance in Japan 
and Korea both give good example of these spontaneous organization 
before a central scheme is set up. 
Should the need be felt among different professional 
groups to purchase their group policy, a market niche will form to 
meet their needs. Private insurers should watch for these possible 
trends and prepare themselves for such marketing opportunities. 
Recently one of our legislators proposed that in order 
to ease demand on public medical services, government should 
encourage people to seek coverage with health insurance. She 
suggested that if health insurance premium should be exempted 
from taxation, people will be encouraged to buy their cover. If 
this proposal is accepted by the administration, the demand for 
health insurance by the middle income group and professional 
bodies will surely increase. 
Compared to the other methods of funding, a nationalized 
service has the least support. Insurers of course think that it 
is neither desirable nor feasible. The sentiment of the whole 
panel is that it is feasible but undesirable. 
Actually, if we take hospital care alone where 
government supplies about 90% of the beds in the territory, we 
have almost a nationalized service similar to UK. But if the 
government is to supply virtually all medical services (both 
hospital and outpatient) in a similar to UK, its financial 
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commitment will be more than double. 
With a totally nationalized scheme the demand for 
private insurance will of course decrease. This event however is 
thought to be highly unlikely. Both academicians and insurers 
think that it will never occur. Doctors and paramedics indicate 
that it might happen after 2000• Since the present trend is for 
the government to 'privatise' public services, our pessimistic 
forecast for a national health service is not surprising at all. 
Cost Recovery for Hospital Service 
Partial cost recovery with the higher class bed is 
accepted by all group as both desirable and feasible. The time 
forecast for this event is about 1993 for most groups. With the 
formation of the Hospital Authority later this year, this is 
certainly a very likely event. The provisional Hospital 
Authority Report has made it quite clear that our public hospital 
will charge 20 percent of the cost of a bed in a few years time. 
The present cost of a bed in an acute regional is around $1,300 
per day. Twenty percent of this amount will be around $260 as 
compared to the current charge of $29 which reflects only the 
cost of meal. 
When the hospital is trying to recover more costs from 
the patient, the burden on the patient will be increased. It is 
logical then the need for private insurance will increase. 
It is also possible that if public hospital are becoming 
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more expensive, many will choose private institutions for higher 
quality service for a minor price differential. This will also 
increase the demand for private health insurance. 
Although the idea of partial cost recovery with better 
service is well received, the move towards •privatisation, is not. 
All groups think that it is undesirable• Some academicians and 
paramedics believe that it is also not feasible. 
No groups think that it can ever happen. If it should 
happen, the demand for private insurance will of course increase 
since the risk without insurance cover will be too great. 
Primary Health Care 
Of the four scenarios projected, the most well received 
is the model with the most flexible funding arrangement where 
there are contributions by government, user and third party 
payers. This kind of community centers will recover costs from 
government for essential services and poor people. People who can 
afford the charges can pay out of pocket or they can arrange 
coverage through insurance either by themselves of through their 
employers. 
All groups agree that this is both feasible and 
desirable. The time forecast for those who are optimistic is 
around 1993 to 1994. More conservative forecast put the date down 
around 1997. Insurers think that will happen only after 2000. 
The fact that there is a very diversified view on the probable 
date of such occurrence does not make it less important. 
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This way of funding is in line with the philosophy of 
partial cost recovery with higher standard service in the hospital 
sector. When the Hospital Authority is set up later this year, 
there may be more clue as to the possible direction of primary 
health care in terms of cost recovery. If partial cost recovery 
is well received by the public, this way of funding primary health 
care may be a natural next step. If such scheme should be 
adopted, the demand for private insurance will of course increase. 
Although policies for regular medical treatment are more 
administrative intensive and thus less profitable • it can serve 
as a loss leader in the total package for more comprehensive 
coverage. 
The idea of community health centre enrolling patients 
on a yearly fixed subscription (capitation fee) is accepted by all 
groups (except insurers) as both feasible and desirable. In fact, 
the fixed subscription can be considered as a form of insurance 
premium on a community rating basis. This is quite similar to 
Health Maintenance Organisation in the States where enrollees are 
entitled to a wide range of services after paying the subscription. 
There is very strong financial incentive for the center 
to promote good health among its members to cut the costs of 
expensive investigation and drugs. On the other side of the coin, 
to economize on expenditure may adversely affect the quality of 
care. There are incidences in the States where Health Maintenance 
Organisations (HMO) are running at a lost and some have gone 
bankrupt. 
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Should this kind of arrangement flourish in the 
territory, the effect on the demand of medical insurance 
(especially regular medical) will be negative. This view is 
expressed by the insurers which is supported by the academicians. 
The overall feeling is that this way of organizing our primary 
health care will not affect the demand for private health 
insurance. 
Doctors and Paramedics are quite optimistic and predict 
its occurrence at around 1993 to 1996. However, insurers do not 
think that it will ever happen and academicians are divided in 
their opinions. Some academicians think that it may occur at 
around 1997. 
A model where public providers will directly compete 
with private providers for the provision of primary health care 
is thought to be undesirable by all groups. This imply that there 
will be little subsidy for people who can afford the service. 
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The subsidy towards the poor will be capped by a fixed yearly : 
capitation fee payable to providers whether private or public. 
This model is accepted as feasible by all except the 
paramedic group. The time forecast is unanimous and the verdict 
is never. 
Should this scheme be adopted, all panel groups agree 
that the demand for private health insurance will increase. This 
is very logical as most citizens will be paying the full bill 
themselves. 
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The contracting out of the general outpatient service to 
private practitioners is thought to be undesirable by all parties. 
All groups except people in the paramedical fields agree however 
that this is feasible. 
No group thinks that this is going to materialize anyway 
and the time forecast is never. 
Should such a scheme be accepted, all groups except the 
insurers think that the demand for private health insurance will 
increase. If some kind of voucher system is used, the demand for 
private insurance may decrease because people will tend to think 
that they are already adequately protected for regular medical 
care. 
Contract Medicine 
The HKMA as a public insurer like the Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield in the States is thought to be undesirable by all 
groups. 
The insurers group has the strongest view and opine that 
it is definitely unfeasible. Doctors and academicians however 
think that it is feasible. All groups are of the same opinion on 
its fate never. 
Should the HKMA organize itself as public insurer, 
private insurers think that will decrease the demand for private 
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insurance. This is only natural as the HKMA will become their 
direct competitor. The other groups think that the demand for 
private health insurance will increase. They are perhaps looking 
it from the view of the public who will demand more insurance 
cover albeit not from the existing private insurers. 
The idea of HK Medical Association organizing itself as 
agent for its members for the arrangement of contracts is better 
received. All groups except the paramedics think that it is 
feasible. Paramedics think that it is also not desirable. 
Insurers and academicians are divided among themselves as to the 
desirability of such an arrangement. 
The overall opinion is that such a change will never 
take place. Since the doctors themselves do not support such an 
idea, it is highly unlikely that it will ever come about. 
Doctors and paramedics think that such arrangement will 
increase the demand for private health insurance while insurers 
think that the demand will decrease. This may imply that there 
will be increase for the HKMA but decrease for the private 
insurers as they become direct competitors. Academicians think 
that there will be no change in the demand which may means that 
the total demand is actually unchanged. 
Since the forecast for HKMA to act as insurer and agent 
is never, private insurers can be reassured that such threats is 
still very distant. 
Contract medicine is a very hot topic among the medical 
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circle and has attracted a lot of debate. At the moment, 
payment of medical bills by corporate contract patient is either 
directly from the companies or through their insurers. If 
contracts are disallowed, it will affect not only doctors who 
hold contracts but also insurers who serve this contracts on 
behalf of the companies. 
The prohibition of corporate contracts is unanimously 
thought to be undesirable by all groups. All except the 
academicians group think that is not feasible either. All agree 
that it will never happen in HK. 
Should this disallowance of contract medicine really 
happen, insurers think that demand for their products will 
increase. Doctors and paramedics however are of the opinion that 
there will be decrease in the demand. This may be explained by 
the fact that if companies cannot buy the medical service they 
need by 'bulk purchase‘ they will turn to private insurers for 
proper coverage. 
Medical contracts for outpatient care should not be in 
the way of private insurers. Private insurers can obtain 
medical services with known prices by using these contracts on 
behalf of their clients. It is only contracts arranged on a 
prepaid basis which will compete private insurers. 
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Conclusions; Opportunities and Threats 
For the method of funding, the most likely scheme apart 
from the status quo is a national scheme with both public and 
regulated private insurers. As an interim step, an employment 
linked mandatory health insurance scheme with basic coverages is 
highly likely. Private insurers should watch very carefully 
such kind of trend and prepare themselves to meet the possible 
requirements in term of capital and products. When products are 
more or less defined by the regulator, price and efficiency will 
become the leading edge. 
Before the day of a national health insurance scheme 
and mandatory employment linked insurance, an intermediary stage 
of group insurance organized by sector e.g. trade unions etc. 
should be watched out for. Although it is not regarded as 
desirable as an final goal, it is nonetheless a feasible 
alternative before the final days. 
The fact that for some time in the future political 
representation in the Legco still relies on the functional 
constituencies means that professional groups and unions will try 
every methods to attract more supporters. Private insurers 
should prepare itself to market their products to such kind of 
groups. Since most of these groups do not have health 
insurance/life insurance scheme as a service to its member, any 
initiatives by the insurers should be welcomed. This is a a niche 
with significant market potential. 
Central Provident Fund may come back on the scene with 
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the strong lobby by the grassroots and their supporters. Such 
scheme will call for more coverage for catastrophic illnesses. 
Partial cost recovery is a very likely trend in both 
hospital and primary health care. It is more certain with the 
hospital sectors and will probably happen in the near future. For 
primary health care, the most likely form will be some kind of 
community health center with partial cost recovery. Private 
insurers may make some progress with hospital and regular medical 
care coverage. 
Cost recovery by some form of capitation fee in primary 
health care will present a threat to the regular medical line of 
insurance. May be private insurers should offer reinsurance 
service to these centers which may face unpredictable losses. 
A significant increase in the burden on the shoulder of 
the man in the street in the form of full user charge in both 
hospital and primary health care is very unlikely. If it should 
happen, private health insurance is almost certainly needed to 
protect against embarrassing financial distress. 
Contracting of general outpatient medical care to 
private doctors seem to be very unlikely and should not threaten 
the market for private insurers. 
Similarly, the threat of HKMA turning into a new 
competitor in the form of a public insurer or agent is still very 
far away. Since most doctors on the panel think that it will 
never occur, the chance of a sudden turn in opinion is slight in 
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the near future. 
Also, the threat of the termination of all kinds of 
contract medicine seems remote despite the recommendation by the 








QUESTIONNAIRE FOR ROUND 1 
MARKET FOR HEALTH INSURANCE IN HK 
Q U E S T I O N S H E E T 
I N S T R U C T I O N S : 
1. P l e a s e e n t e r y o u r a n s w e r s in t h e a n s w e r s h e e t s p r o v i d e d 
2. It w i l l b e h e l p f u l if y o u r e a d all q u e s t i o n s from t h e s a m e 
s e c t i o n f i r s t b e f o r e a n s w e r i n g . 
H E A L T H P O L I C Y P H I L O S O P H Y 
Q l . H e a l t h c a r e s h o u l d b e a U n i v e r s a l R i g h t 
Q 2 . A 1 1 c i t i z e n s s h o u l d h a v e a c c e s s to h e a l t h c a r e of t h e 
S A M E q u a l i t y . 
S E L F R A T I N G 
Q 3 . M y s e l f r a t i n g on t h e f i e l d of h e a l t h c a r e f i n a n c i n g is 
M E T H O D S OF F U N D I N G 
Q 4 . G o v e r n m e n t s h o u l d f u n d a l l h e a l t h c a r e f a c i l i t i e s a n d p r o v i d e 
a l l c i t i z e n s t h e n e c e s s a r y c a r e . e . g . N a t i o n a l H e a l t h S e r v i c e 
in U n i t e d K i n g d o m . ‘ 
Q 5 . H e a l t h c a r e f i n a n c i n g s h o u l d f o l l o w t h e m o d e l of n a t i o n a l 
h e a l t h i n s u r a n c e w i t h d i f f e r e n t P U B L I C i n s u r a n c e f u n d s 
e . g . f e d e r a l p r o g r a m s in C a n a d a . 
Q 6 . H e a l t h c a r e f i n a n c i n g s h o u l d f o l l o w t h e m o d e l of n a t i o n a l 
h e a l t h i n s u r a n c e w i t h d i f f e r e n t p u b l i c a n d r e g u l a t e d 
P R I V A T E insuirance f u n d s e . g . in J a p a n and N e t h e r l a n d s . 
Q 7 . H e a l t h c a r e f i n a n c i n g s h o u l d f o l l o w t h e m o d e l of p u b l i c 
insurancpe f u n d s o r g a n i s e d b y v a r i o u s S E C T O R S e . g . t e a c h e r s 
u n i o n , i n d u s t r i a l u n i o n s , c i v i l s e r v i c e e t c . e . g . in T a i w a n . 
Q 8 . M a n d a t o r y C e n t r a l P r o v i d e n t F u n d w i t h p a r t of fund u s a b l e 
in p a y m e n t of h o s p i t a l f e e s s h o u l d b e a d o p t e d e.g M e d i s a v e s c h e m e 
in S i n g a p o r e . 
C O S T R E C O V E R Y F O R H O S P I T A L S E R V I C E S 
Q 9 . M o r e h i g h e r c l a s s b e d s w i t h b e t t e r a c c o m m o d a t i o n f a c i l i t i e s 
w i t h P A R T I A L c o s t r e c o v e r y s h o u l d b e p r o v i d e d in 
g o v e r n m e n t h o s p i t a l s . 
Q l O . T h e h o s p i t a l s e r v i c e s h o u l d b e ' P R I V A T I S E D ' w i t h c o s t 
r e c o v e r y b y U S E R C H A R G E S l i k e in t h e c a s e of K C R . G o v e r n m e n t 
w i l l o n l y s u b s i d i z e t h e i n d i g e n t p o p u l a t i o n . 
Q U E S T I O N S H E E T 2 
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P R I M A R Y H E A L T H CARE 
Q l l .'Primary h e a l t h c a r e s h o u l d b e o r g a n i z e d into c o m m u n i t y h e a l t h 
c e n t e r s w i t h g o v e r n m e n t s u b s i d y and r e s i d e n t s e n r o l l i n g w i l l 
p a y y e a r l y f i x e d s u b s c r i p t i o n i.e C A P I T A T I O N FEES to 
c o v e r r e c u r r e n t c o s t s of r u n n i n g t h e c e n t e r s . 
Q 1 2 . P r i m a r y c a r e s h o u l d b e o r g a n i s e d into C o m m u n i t y h e a l t h 
c e n t e r s f u n d e d b y a c o m b i n a t i o n of g o v e r n m e n t s u b s i d y for 
e s s e n t i a l s e r v i c e s ( e . g . i m m u n i s a t i o n ) and i n d i g e n t p o p u l a t i o n , 
u s e r c h a r g e s a n d v o l u n t a r y i n s u r a n c e s c h e m e s . 
Q 1 3 . P r i m a r y c a r e s h o u l d b e p r o v i d e d b y P u b l i c c o m m u n i t y h e a l t h 
c e n t e r s c o m p e t i n g w i t h P r i v a t e p r o v i d e r s . I n d i v i d u a l s 
a n d g r o u p s s h o u l d p a y F U L L c o s t s to b o t h p u b l i c 
and p r i v a t e p r o v i d e r s . I n d i g e n t p o p u l a t i o n w i l l b e 
c o v e r e d b y t h e g o v e r n m e n t on a f i x e d c h a r g e p r e p a i d to t h e 
p r o v i d e r s . 
Q 1 4 . G o v e r n m e n t s h o u l d c o n t r a c t o u t t h e o u t p a t i e n t s e r v i c e s t o 
p r i v a t e p r a c t i t i o n e r s on a P r e p a i d S c h e m e b a s i n g 
on t h e n u m b e r of p a t i e n t s e n r o l l e d as in U K . 
C O N T R A C T M E D I C I N E 
Q 1 5 . H o n g K o n g M e d i c a l A s s o c i a t i o n s h o u l d o r g a n i z e i t s e l f into a 
N o n - P r o f i t M a k i n g i n s u r e r f o r t h e p u b l i c . 
Q 1 6 . D o c t o r s s h o u l d n o t b e a l l o w e d to e n t e r into c o n t r a c t s 
w i t h C O R P O R A T E c l i e n t s e . g . b a n k s , h o t e l s for t h e 
p r o v i s i o n m e d i c a l s e r v i c e s . 
P E R S O N A L D A T A 
Q 1 7 . M y p r e s e n t j o b b e l o n g s t o t h e c a t e g o r y of 
Q 1 8 . � w a n t t h e r e s u l t of t h e s t u d y to b e m a i l e d t o 
C O M M E N T S 
Q 1 9 . O t h e r c o m m e n t s , s c e n a r i o s o r r e a s o n s t o s u p p o r t y o u r f o r e c a s t 
on m o d e of h e a l t h c a r e f i n a n c i n g t h a t w i l l a f f e c t t h e 
H E A L T H i n s u r a n c e m a r k e t . 
E N D 
T H A N K Y O U 
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F A C T S H E E T 
H E A L T H C A R E F I N A N C I N G 
fr T o t a l h e a l t h c a r e e x p e n d i t u r e is a r o u n d 4% of G D P (compare w i t h 
〇ECD a v e r a g e of a r o u n d 7.6% and U S A of 10.8% in 1 9 8 3 ) . 
# Goverriinent h e a l t h e x p e n d i t u r e on h e a l t h c a r e is a r o u n d 9% of 
t o t a l g o v e r n m e n t e x p e n d i t u r e . 
# P e r c a p i t a h e a l t h e x p e n d i t u r e in U S $ (1986) 
H K 277 
J A P A N 8 3 1 
U S A 1200 
# P r i v a t e s e c t o r o w n s a b o u t 11% of t o t a l b e d s a v a i l a b l e in H K and 
a t t r a c t s a b o u t 70% of r e g i s t e r e d d o c t o r s . 
H E A L T H I N S U R A N C E 
# T h e r e a r e a r o u n d 200 i n s u r e r s r e g i s t e r e d to w r i t e i n s u r a n c e in 
t h e in t h e c a t e g o r i e s of a c c i d e n t and s i c k n e s s . 
# A c c i d e n t , s i c k n e s s a n d o t h e r i n s u r a n c e in 1987 as r e p o r t e d 
b y t h e I n s u r a n c e C o u n c i l . -
G R O S S P R E M I U M 688 M n (Cf. 4 7 5 1 M n for a l l g e n e r a l 
i n s u r a n c e b u s i n e s s e s ) 
N E T E A R N E D P R E M I U M 3 82 M n 
N E T C L A I M 192 M n (Cf. P r i v a t e c o n s u m p t i o n on 
h e a l t h c a r e of 8386 Mn) 
N E T B A L A N C E 62 M n 
# M e d i c a l i n s u r a n c e o f f e r e d b y e m p l o y e r s is e n j o y e d b y o n l y a b o u t 
16% of e m p l o y e e s . 
# A b o u t 45% of e m p l o y e e s e n j o y s o m e s o r t of m e d i c a l b e n e f i t s 
o f f e r e d b y t h e e m p l o y e r s e . g . c o m p a n y d o c t o r , r e i m b u r s e m e n t of 
c o n s u l t a t i o n f e e s e t c . 
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S C A L E R E F E R E N C E 
S E L F R A T I N G ON F A M I L I A R I T Y W I T H T H E S U B J E C T 
S C A L E R E F E R E N C E D E F I N I T I O N S 
E X P E R T S H a v e i n - d e p t h k n o w l e d g e of h e a l t h 
c a r e f i n a n c i n g / p l a n n i n g 
O R H a v e s o m e r e s e a r c h on h e a l t h c a r e 
d e l i v e r y p r o b l e m in H K 
O R H a v e w o r k e d in the f i e l d of h e a l t h 
i n s u r a n c e for m o r e t h a n 5 y e a r s 
K N O W L E D G E A B L E H a v e s o m e u n d e r s t a n d i n g of h e a l t h 
c a r e f i n a n c i n g / p l a n n i n g 
O R H a v e s t u d i e d s o m e a r e a s in t h e 
d e l i v e r y of h e a l t h c a r e in H k 
O R H a v e w o r k e d in t h e f i e l d of h e a l t h 
i n s u r a n c e for m o r e t h a n 1 y e a r s 
U N F A M I L I A R H a v e l i t t l e u n d e r s t a n d i n g of h e a l t h 
c a r e f i n a n c i n g / p l a n n i n g 
O R H a v e n o t r e a d a n y a r t i c l e s on t h e 
d e l i v e r y of h e a l t h c a r e in H K 
O R H a v e w o r k e d in t h e f i e l d of h e a l t h 
i n s u r a n c e for l e s s t h a n '1 y e a r 
D E S I R A B I L I T Y / B E N E F I T S C A L E 
S C A L E R E F E R E N C E D E F I N I T I O N S 
H I G H L Y D E S I R A B L E W i l l h a v e a p o s i t i v e e f f e c t a n d 
l i t t l e or no n e g a t i v e e f f e c t 
O R S o c i a l b e n e f i t s w i l l far o u t w e i g h 
s o c i a l c o s t s 
O R J u s t i f i a b l e on its own m e r i t 
O R V a l u e in and of i t s e l f 
D E S I R A B L E W i l l h a v e a p o s i t i v e e f f e c t w i t h 
m i n i m a l n e g a t i v e e f f e c t 
O R S o c i a l b e n e f i t s g r e a t e r t h a n s o c i a l c o s t s 
O R L i t t l e v a l u e in and of i t s e l f 
U N D E S I R A B L E W i l l h a v e a n e g a t i v e e f f e c t w i t h 
l i t t l e o r no p o s i t i v e e f f e c t s 
O R S o c i a l c o s t s g r e a t e r t h a n s o c i a l 
b e n e f i t s 
O R H a r m f u l in and of i t s e l f 
H I G H L Y U N D E S I R A B L E W i l l h a v e m a j o r n e g a t i v e e f f e c t 
O R S o c i a l c o s t s far o u t w e i g h s o c i a l b e n e f i t s 
O R N o t j u s t i f i a b l e 
O R E x t r e m e l y h a r m f u l in and of i t s e l f 
S C A L E R E F E R E N C E 
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F E A S I B I L I T Y / P R A C T I C A L I T Y S C A L E 
S C A L E R E F E R E N C E D E F I N I T I O N S 
1 . D E F I N I T E L Y F E A S I B L E Can b e i m p l e m e n t e d 
O R D e f i n i t e l y w i t h i n a v a i l a b l e 
r e s o u r c e s 
O R N o m a j o r p o l i t i c a l r o a d b l o c k s 
O R W i l l b e a c c e p t a b l e to g e n e r a l p u b l i c 
2 . P R O B A B L Y F E A S I B L E S o m e i n d i c a t i o n t h i s c a n b e 
i m p l e m e n t e d 
O R A v a i l a b l e r e s o u r c e s w o u l d h a v e to 
b e s u p p l e m e n t e d 
O R S o m e p o l i t i c a l r o a d b l o c k s 
O R S o m e i n d i c a t i o n t h i s m a y b e 
a c c e p t a b l e to t h e g e n e r a l p u b l i c 
3 . P R O B A B L Y U N F E A S I B L E S o m e i n d i c a t i o n t h i s c a n n o t b e 
i m p l e m e n t e d 
O R L a r g e s c a l e i n c r e a s e in a v a i l a b l e 
r e s o u r c e s w o u l d b e n e e d e d 
O R M a j o r p o l i t i c a l r o a d b l o c k s 
O R N o t a c c e p t a b l e t o a l a r g e 
p r o p o r t i o n of t h e g e n e r a l p u b l i c 
4 . D E F I N I T E L Y U N F E A S I B L E C a n n o t b e i m p l e m e n t e d ( u n w o r k a b l e ) 
O R U n p r e c e d e n t e d a l l o c a t i o n of 
r e s o u r c e s w o u l d b e n e e d e d 
O R P o l i t i c a l l y u n a c c e p t a b l e 
O R C o m p l e t e l y u n a c c e p t a b l e t o t h e 
g e n e r a l p u b l i c 
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR ROUND 2 
• • 
F O R H E A L T H � N S U R A N C I � I N H K 
CXJESTIOf^S RESULTS OF FIRST ROU>^D 
;U.TH P O U C丫 PHILOSOPHY INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMECHCS ACAHEDICrAHS 
17 ) (H= 22) (H= 5 ) CH= 20 ) 
(.Health ca「c should bo a Universal Righc AGREE 15 17.. 5 19 
DISAGREE 2 5 0 1 
(.All citizens should have access to heal th core AGREE S 13 “ 15 
of the SAH^ quality. DISAGREE 3 6 1 4 
LF RATIXG . 
, M y self rating on the field of health care EXPERT 6 3 0 2 
fifencing is KNOWLEDGEABLE 9 19 5 12 
UHFAHILIAR 2 0 0 6 
THODS OF m m i ) i Q INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICS ACAMEOICIAMS YC 
.Governovanc should fund all health care facilities FEASiaiLIT丫 unfeaaibl^e feasible feasible unfeasible 
and provide a 11 citizens the necessary care.e.g. DESIRABILITY deai � abl^e uodesirabl«e undesirable undesirable 
H e a U h Scrvicc in United Kingdom. TIME FORECAST >2000 never never never 
OEHAHD decrease decrease decrease decrease 
.Health care financing should fol low the model J^EASIBILIT 丫 f e a s i M e feasible unfeas=feas. feasible 
of national health insurance with different DESIRABILITY undesirable deairabte undesirable desirable 
PUBLIC insurance funds e.g. federal programs TIME FORECAST >2000 >2000 never >2000 
in Canada- DEMAND increase increase increase increase 丨 
..Health carc financing should foLlow the model FEASIBILITY "feasible feasible feasible feasible 
of national health insurance wi th differenc DESIRABILITY desirabl^e desirable L:r>desi=desi. desirable 
public and re^uloted PRIVATE insurance funds TIME FORECAST 96-9石 >2000 never >2000 
c.s. in Japan and Netherlands. DEMAND increase increase increase increase 
'.Health ca「e financing should follow the (DodeL FEASIBILITY feasibl^e feasible feasible feasible 
of . pcjblic insu「ancQ funds organised by various DESIRABILITY undesirable undesirable undesirable undesi=desi. 
SECTORS e.g.teachers union, industrial unioos, TIME FORECAST never >2000 never never 
civi L servicQ etc. e.g. in Taiwan. ‘ DEMAND increase increase increase increase 
“‘Mandatory Central Provident: Fund with part of " F E A S I B I U T T unfeasible feasible unfeas=feas, feasible “ 
fuod usable in payment: of hospital fees should be- DESIRABILITY undesirabl^e .desi「abte desiraLbe- very desirabl 
adopted, e.y Hedisove- schefDe- in Singapore, TIHE FORECAST never >2000 never >2000. 
DEHAHD • . increase increase increase increase 
5Sr RECCYERT FOR� HOSPITAL SaiYIC£S. 
？ . H o r o h i ghcr cLaas beds- wi th better QccoinTXxiacion FEASIBILITY • feasiblo- feasible.- feasible- feasible 
foci I i t lea wi th PAitTIAl- cost rocovery DESIRABILITY' de&irable-- desirable- desirabler desirabl 
should bar provided in goverrwent hospitals^ TIH已卩OR£CASr 94-95 9Z-9X 9Z-9Z. 9^-93 
D£HA>JD- increase： increase increase increase 
iO.Tho- hospi tn^ scrvicc shcxjld b e 'PRIVATISED* FEASIBILITY feasible unfeasible unfeasible feasibU-
wi th coat recovery by USER CHARGED I Ike irr t h e DESIRABILITY uodcsirabte* undesirable very^ undcsi「atUe* uodosi 
caao of KCP., GovernoxinC wi LI only subsidi ze- t h e TIME. FORECAST never never never never 
ir/dj3cnc popul^acio� . DeHA}iD increase increase ir,croase increase 
I 
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QUESTIONS RESULTS OF FIRST ROUMD 
PRI.WvY HEALTH .CARE INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICS ACAMEDICIAMS � G U P S 
Q11“Drirna「y health ca「e should be organized into FEASIBILITY unfeasible feasible feasible feasible 
community health centers wi th government subsidy DESIRABILITY undesirable desirable undesi=desi. desirable 
and residents enroll ing will poy yearly fixed TIME FORECAST never 92-93 never 
subscription i.e CAPITATION FEES to cover DEMAND decrease no change increase no change � 
�ccurrent costs of running the centers, 
Q12.Primary ca「e should be organised into FEASIBILITY feasible feasible feasi Lbe feasible 
Community health centers funded by a cwnbination DESIRABILITY desi rable desirable desirable desirable 
of goverrwent subsidy for essential services TIME FORECAST >2000 # 9 7一 ^ 9 3 = ^ - 9 5 5^99=never 
(e.g.immunisation) and indigent population, DEMAND increase increase increase increase 
user charges and voluntary insurance schetnes. 
Q"13.P「iruQry care should be provided by Public FEASIBILITY feasible feasible unfeasible feasible 
cocmunity health centers competing wi th DESIRABILITY undesirable undesirable undesirable undesirable 
PrMvfito providers. Individuals and groups TIME FORECAST never never neve「 never 
should pay FULL costs to both p u b U c DEMAND increase increase increase increase 
orxJ private providers. Indigent population will 
be covered by the government on a fixed charge 
prepaid to the providers. 
Q14.Government should contract out the outpatient FEASIBILITY feasible feasible unfeasible feasible 
services to private practitioners on a DESIRABILITY undesirable undesirable undesirable undesirable 
Prepaid Schgmc basing on the number of TIME FORECAST never never never never 
patients enrol led as in UK. DEMAND decrease increase iRcrease increase 
CO::iTRACT HEDICIKE 
» 
Q15,Hong Kong Medical Association should organize FEASIBILITY def.unfeasible feasible unfeasible feasible 
i taolf into a Non-Profit Hoking insurer DESIRABILITY ve「y undesirable undesi=desi undesirable desirable 
for the publie. TIME FORECAST never never never never 
DEMAND decrease increase increase increase 
/ 
Q16.Doctors should not be a I lowed to enter FEASIBILITY unfeasible unfeasible feasible unfeasible 
into contracts with CORPORATE clients ‘ DESIRABILITY undesirable undesirable undesirable undesirable 
e.g. banks, hotels for the provision of TIME FORECAST n e v e� never never never 
nrcdicaL services. DEMAND decrease increase increase no change 
S U P P L E M E N T A R Y Q U E S T I O N S F O R R O U N D 2 • 
Q 1 7 . H o n g K o n g M e d i c a l A s s o c i a t i o n s h o u l d o r g a n i z e 
i t s e l f a s A G E N T f o r t h e a r r a n g e m e n t o f c o n t r a c t s 
f o r t h e p r o v i s i o n o f inedical s e r v i c e s w i t h e m p l o y e r 、 
g r o u p s . P a r t i c i p a t i o n o f d o c t o r s a r e v o l u n t a r y . 
Q 1 8 . H o s p i t a l A u t h o r i t y s h o u l d r a i s e e x t r a f u n d b y s o m e 
f o r m o f l o t t e r y f o l l o w i n g t h e e x a m p l e o f 
Q u e e n s l a n d , A u s t r a l i a . 
E N D 
M A R K E T F O R H E A L T H � N S U R H C� E I H H K. 
QIG. The most significant event(s) that will affect the demand for 





Other cotnineriLs, scenarios or reasons 1:0 support your forecast on 





—• . . I 
/ 
• 
e n d 
THANK YOU 
(Please put the answer sheets inside the stamped envelope provided 
and mail it back to us. Till we meet again in the last round!) 
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR ROUND 3 
QUESTIONS RESULTS OF SECOKD RqJWD (FIRST ROUVD) 
MITT! 100S OF FUNDING INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICS ACAMEDICIA,JS 丫 
Q4.Government should fund oil health care facilities FEASIBILITY feasible feasible feasible feasible 
(unfeasible)(feasible) (feasible) (unfeasible) 
and provide alI citizens the necessary care.e.g. DESIRABILITY desirable undesirable desirable desirable 
(desi rable)(undesirable)(undesirable)(undesi�able) 
Hatiorvil Health Scrvico in United Kingdom. TIME FORECAST never never never never 
(>2000) (never) (never) (never) 
DEMAND decrease decrease decrease decrease 
(decrease) (decrease) (decrease) (decrease) 
Q5.Health care financing should follow the model FEASIBILITY feasible feasible feasible feasible 
(feasible) (feasible) (unfeas=feas) (feasible) 
of national health insurance with different DESIRABILITY desirable desirable undesirable desirable 
(undesirable)(desirable)(undesirable)(desirable) 
PUBLIC insurance funds e.g. federal programs TIME FORECAST never >2000 neve� >2000 
(>2000) (>2000) (never) (>2000) 
in Canada. DEMAND increase increase increase increase 
(increase)(increase) (increase) (increase) ‘ 
C6.Health care financing should follow the model FEASIBILITY feasible feasible feasible feasible 
(feasible) (feasible) (feasible) (feasible) 
of national health insurance with different DESIRABILITY desirable desirable undesi=desi. desirable , 
(desirabLe��desi「able)(undesi=desi.)(desirable) 
public and regulated PRIVATE insurance TIME FORECAST >2000 >2000 never >2000=93-94 
(97 -98) (>2000) (never) (>2000) 
funds e.g. in Japan and Netherlands. DEMAND increase increase increase increase 
(increase) (increase) (increase) (increase) 
- [� 
G7.Health care financing should follow the model FEASIBILITY feasible feasible feasible feasible 
(feasible) (feasible) (feasible) (feasible) 
of pub11c insurance funds organised by various DESIRABILITY Undesirable undesirable undesirable undesi=desi. 
(undesir) ( u n d e s i� � ( u n d e s i r ) (undesi=desir) � 
SECTCffS e.g.teachers union,industrial unions, TIME FORECAST never never never >2000 
(never) (>2000) (never) (never) 
civil service etc. e.g. in Taiwan. DEMAND increase increase increase increase 
(increase) (increase) (increase) (increase) 
•QS.Mandatory Central Provident Fund with part of FEASIBILITY -unfeasible feasible unfeasible feasible 
(unfeasible)(feasible) (unfeas=于eas)(feasible) 
fund usable in payment of hospital fees should be DESIRABILITY undesirable desirable desirable very desir 
(undesirable)(desirable)(desirable)(very desir) 
adopted e.g Medisave scheme in Singapore. TIME FORECAST never >2000 never >2000 
(never) (>2000) (never) (>2000) 
DEMAND increase increase increase increase 
(increase) (increase) (increase) (increase) 
MARKliT FOR HEALTH INSUIL^NCE IN HK 
RESULTS OF SECOWD ROUWD (FIRST RC/JWD) 
COST RECOVEfnr FOR IKDSPITAL SERVICES INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICIANS ACAMEDICIAKS 丫 CijP 广) 
More higher closs beds with better accoiimodiition FEASIBILITY feasible feasible feasible feasible 
(feasible) (feasible) (feasible) (feasible) 
facilities with PARTIAL cost recovery DESIRABILITY' desirable desirable desirable undesirable 
(desiroble) (desirable) (desirabLe) (desirable) 
should be provided in government hospitals. TIME FORECAST 95-96 95-96 93-94 93-94 
(95-96) (93-94) (93-94) (93-94) 
DEMAND increase increase increase increase 
(increase) (increase) (increase) C increase) 
QIO-Thc hospital service should be 'PRIVATISED' FEASIBILITY feasible feasible def unfeasible feasible 
(feasible)(unfeasible) (unfeasible) (feasible) 
with cost recovery by USER CHARGES like in the DESIRABILITY undesirable undesirable very undesir undesirable 
(undesirabLe)(undesirabLe)(very undesir)(undesir) 
case of KCR. Governn>ent will only subsidize the TIME FORECAST neve厂 neve广 never never 
(never) (never) (never) (never) 
irxdigcnt population. DEMAND increase increase increase increase 
(increase) (increase) (increase) (increase) 
PRIMARY HEALTH CARE INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICS ACAMEDICIANS YOURS 
Q11.Primary health care should be organized into FEASIBILITY unfeasible feasible feasible feasible 
(unfeasible) (feasible) (feasible) (feasible) 
community health centers with government subsidy DESIRABILITY undesirable desirable undesirable desirable 
undesirable) (desirabLe)(undesi =desi) (desir) 
and residents enrolling wiIL pay yearly fixed TIME FORECAST never 95-96 93-94 97-95 ‘ 
(never) (93-9A) (93-9A) (never) 
subscription i.e CAP ITAT IOH FEES to cover DEMAND decrease no change increase decrease 
(decrease) (no change) (increase) (no change) ‘ 
recurrent costs of running the centers. 
Q12.Prima「y care should be organised into FEASIBILITY feasible feasible feasiIbe feasible , 
(feasible) (feasible) (feasible) (feasible) ‘ 
Community health centers funded by a combination DESIRABILITY desirable desirable desirable desirable 
(desirable) (desirable)(desirable)(desirable) 
of government subsidy for essential services TIME FORECAST 95-96 95-96 95-96 93-94 
(>2000) (97-98) (93-4=95-6)(99-2000=never) 
(e.g.immunisation) and indigent population, . DEMAND increase increase increase increase 
(increase) (increase) (increase) (increase) “ 
use「 charges and voluntary insurance schemes. 
GlZ.Primory care should be provided by PubIic FEASIBILITY feasible feasible def unfeasible feasible 
(feasible)(feasible) (unfeasible) (feasible) 
community health centers competing with DESIRABILITY undesirable undesirable very undes undesirable 
(undesir) (undesir) (undesir) (undesir) 
Private providers. Individuals and groups TIME FORECAST never never never never 
• (never) (never) (never) (never) 
should pay FULL costs to both public DEMAND increase increase decrease increase 
(ir>crease) (increase) (increase) (increase) 
and private providers. Indigent population wi11 
/ 
be covcrcd by the government on a fixed charge 
prepaid to the providers. 
MARKliT FOR HEALTH INSUIL^NCE IN HK 
RESULTS OF SEC:r>^ D ROUMD (FIRST RaJMO) 
questions insurers doctors paramedics- acameoiciaks yci;p� 
O U . G o v e r r ^ n C should contract out the ourpacient FEASIBILITY feasible feasible unfeasible feaaible 
(feasible) (feasible)(unfeasible)(feasible) 
.ervfces Co private practitioners on a DESIRABILITY undesirable undesirable undesirable undesirable 
(undesir) (undesi r) (undcsi r) (undcsir) 
preooid Schc^- bosing on the number of TIME FORECAST never never never never 
(never) (never) (never) (neYe广） 
Patients enrolled as in UK. DEMAND decrease increase increase no change 
(decrease) (increase) (increase) (increase) 
CCUTRACT KEDICIWE 
,15.Hong Kong Medical Association should organize FEASIBILITY def.unfeasible feasible unfeasible feasible 
(def unfeas) (feasible)(unfeasible)(feasible) 
i:self into a M co-Profit Making insurer DESIRAS【UT 丫 v.undes i「able uncesiraoLe undesirable undesirable 
(very undcs) (undes=cies) (undes ’;「abL e) (desi 广） 
for :he pobLic, TIME FORECAST neve广 never neve广 never 
(never) (never) (never) (never) 
DEMAND decrease increase increase increase 
(decrtease)(increase)(increase) (increase) 
Ql6.Doc:ors snould no： be allowed to encer ‘〔EASI3ILIT丫 unfeasible unfeasible ^reasible unfeasible 
(ijnfeasible)(unfeasible) (feasible)(unfeasible) 
inco contracts with CC^PCftATE clients DESIRASIUT 丫 undesirable undesirable undesi rabLe undesirable 
(undesir) (undesir) (undesir) (undesir) 
e.g. b^nks, hotels for the provision of TIME FORECAST never never never never 
(neve厂） （never) (never) (never) 
fDedicaL services. DEMAND decrease decrease decrease no change 
(decrease) (increase) (increase) (no change) 
I 
QlZ.Hong Kong Medical Association should organize FEASIBILITY feasible feasible unfeasible feasible , 
itself as AGcKT fc「the arrangetT^nc of DESIRABILITY desirable desirable undesirable undesirable : 
contracts for the provision of medical services TIME FORECAST never n€Ye「 r^ve「 never � 
with eirpLoyef groups. Participation of doctors DEMAND decrease increase increase no change 
are voluntary. 
Q13.Hospital Authority should raise extra fund by sc^oe f^EASIBILIT丫 feasible feasible feasible feasible • 
form of lottery following the exampLe of DESIRABILITY undesirable desirable desirable undesirable 
Queensland, Australia. TIME FORECAST nover 93-94=95-96 93-94 n^ver 
OEMAMD no change no change increase no change 
SUPPLEKENTAIIY Q U E S T � O N FOR FINAL ROUND 
Q 1 9 . M a n d a t o r y c e n t r a l h e a l t h i n s u r a n c e s c h e m e w i t h c o n t r i b u t i o n s 
b y e m p l o y e e s a n d e m p l o y e r s s h o u l d b e s e t u p . T h e s c h e m e 
s h o u l d b e r u n b y p r i v a t e i n s u r e r s w i t h g o v e r n m e n t r e g u l a t i o n 
on p r e m i u m a n d b e n e f i t s . 
E N D 
T H A N K Y O U 
MARKliT FOR HEALTH INSUIL^NCE IN HK 
0 - 0 . T h e mos-c s i g n i f i c a n t eveni: (s) that will affect: the demand for 
p r i v a t e h e a l t h insurance in the n e x t five years is(are): 
P l e a s e choose only 3 and rank them 1,2,3. 
Increase demand for h i g h e r quality care 
- L a b o u r s h o r t a g e I ^ Z Z I 
D e t e r i o r a t i o n of p u b l i c m e d i c a l services 
Brain drain of h e a l t h c a r e providers 
R i s i n g cost of h e a l t h c a r e ZZIIZ 
E c o n o m i c p e r f o r m a n c e of the territory 
Fee s t r u c t u r e of H o s p i t a l A u t h o r i t y 
D e c r e a s e g o v t coimnitment in health care 
P r i m a r y h e a l t h care reform 
D e v e l o p m e n t of group m e d i c a l insurance scheme 
COMMENTS 
O t h e r c o m m e n t s , s c e n a r i o s or reasons to support, your forecast on 
m o d e of h e a l t h care f i n a n c i n g t h a t w i l l affect the private HEALTH 
i n s u r a n c e m a r k e t . 
N A M E : 
END 
’ TH A N K YOU 
(Please p u t the a n s w e r sheets inside the stamped envelope p r o v i d e d 
and m a i l it b a c k to u s . ThanJc you v e r y much indeed i) 
RESULT OF ROUND 1 
• « 
FOR HZALTK INSURAiN^CS IN EK 
CXJESTIO^S RESULTS OF FIRST ROJ^^D 
•iEALTK PCCICT PHILCSCPH丫 IHSUR£?S OOCTORS ？ARAMEOrCS ACAMEDfCrAHS 
(.K^ \7 ) 22) 5 ) (K� 20 ) 
31.Health ca�e should be a Universal Righc AGREE 15 17.. 5 19 
DISAGREE 2 5 0 1 
� 2 . A U citizens should have access to health care AGREE 3 15 4 15 
cr the S • � qual i ty. 0【SAGR£i 3 6 1 ‘ 
SoLF JiATIXG ‘ 
My self racing on the field of heal th care EXPERT 6 3 0 2 i 
financing is XKCULEDGEABLH 9 19 5 \Z 
2 0 0 6 
Of FUW3IXG IMSURERS OOCTORS PARAMEDICS ACAMcOrCTAMS . 
c^-Goverrrocnc should fuod alA health care faci Li;:ies FEASIBILIT丫 unfeasibl^e feasible feasible unfeasible 
and provide all citizens the nccessary carc.e.a- D£SIRAaiLIT丫 ci^sirabLa undesirabU u-Tdcsirable undesirable 
Haciooal, Health Service in United Kingdc<n. TIME FORECAST >2QGQ never never never 
DEhAMD decrease decrease decrease decrease 
G5,Health care financing should f o U o w rrxxiel FEASISiUT丫 feasible feasible unfeas=feas- feasible 
of rviwional health insurance wi ch diffcrenc D£SIRAS�LiT丫 undesirable desirabU uncLeairable desirable 
PUBLIC insurance funds e.g. federal progracr^  TIMS FORECAST >2000 >2QQa never >2000 
in Canada. DEKAKD increase irx=reaae increase increase 
. • I 
C^,;-icaUJi care financing should foUow the rrwdel. FEAStSIUT丫 feaa^ibLe feasible feasible feasible 
of r^ tiooal heaUh insurance. with, different�- DSStRAStLlTT desirabCa desirable unci€si=<iesi. desirable 
public and �_laccd PRIVATg insuranca fuods- . TIME FORECAST >2QQa never >2QQa ^ 
cr.3, in Jacxjn and Hetherlands, DEKAJ^Q increase- increase increase increase 
cr.Heiilth carc financing should f o U o w . the trxxiel FEASIBILITY feaaibla- feasibl^e* feasible feasible 
of pobl'ic insurance fu-xds organise<i by var.iou&- DESIRABILITT' urxd^ sirabU uodesirahU. mdesirable undcsi=ciesi 
SECTORS e,g.teachcrs union, industrial unions) TIME FORECAST never- >2000 . never- never* 
civil a«rvic8 acc. e.g, in Taiwan. ‘ DEKAHD- increase- increase- increase. increase 
• 
Cfl-Xaod^ tory General Providcni: Fund with, part of- "FEASIBILITT unfeasible- feasibU- unfeas=feas. feasible 
fLx>d-usable in payn>ent of hospital fees should-ber oesiRABILlTr uodcsirable-• desirabte- desiralbe- very-dcsirab^  
adopted, e.a. Medisave- schefl)er ia Singapore-^  TIHE： FORECASr n^veir >2(300： ； never >2000：. 
DEKAHO- - . incre�er increase� increascr increa^  
ccsr R£caYeir FOR： liospiT疋 SERVICES: 一 
hishc「claaa. beds� with".better" acconn>odatiOCT FEASIBILLir •. foaiibler fcfl&ifalcr feiusiblcr e^a&ibL 
fBciUtlec^  with PAJITIAI- cost rccovcrr DestRABlLLTT cku-irablcr desirable- dcs-irahlotr dcsirab 
thouLd-bcr provickd. in- aovcrnnenC� hospitais.^ TIHH FORECAST 94-95� 9^ -92� 9Z.'9Z. 92.-9Z. 
DEMXO^  fncrctt&«c increase� increase incrcas 
5;Q.The-hoapital co-should.be-�PglV^ rSED’ FEASISIUTT feasiblcr lar^fea^Liblc� unfcasibler fcasibl 
witft cccc recovory by IJS£R- CHARGES� Like- irr thcr- OesiRAElLITT undcsirablcr undesirable�- very ur>desirahlcr urvics 
caae-of xcy.. GovorrrrwnC. wi U only subaidiie-the- TrHEL FORECASr novc�� n<iYer- never* 
ir/iigcnc populacicn. 0£MKa incrca^a- increusc： incrcascr incrca^  
•^lARiCET FOR HEALTH INSURANCE IN HK 
CXJESTIQjS RESULTS OF FIRST ROLfKD 
PRIMARY HEALTH .CARE IMSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICS ACAMED[CIAHS 
a n .?rifr>ary health care should be organized into FEASIBILITY unfeasible feasible feasible feasible 
ccximuni ty heal th centers with gove「「n>ent: subsidy DESIRABILITY undesiirabl^e desirable undesi=desi. desirable 
and residents enrol I ing wi IL pay yearly fixed TIME FORECAST never 92-93—、 never 
subscription i-e CAPITATION FEES to cover DEMAND decrease no change increase no change 
recurrent: costs of running the centers. 
Q12.Primary care should be organised into FEASIBILITY feasible feasibLe feasi Lb^ feasible 
Conrruni ty health centers funded by a coacination DESIRABILITY cksirabi^e desi rable desirable desirable 
of sove「rfnent subsidy for essential services TIME FORECAST >2000 ^ 9 3 = ^ - 9 5 ' 5^99=r.ever 
(e.g. ifTTTXjnisation) and indigent population, DEMAND increase increase increase increase 
user charges and voLunCary insurance schefnes. 
Q13.Primary care should be provided by P u b U c FEASIBILITY feasibLe feasible unfeasible feasibLe 
community health centers competing with DESIRABILITY undesirable undesirable undesirable uodesirabLe 
Private providers. Individuals and groups TIME FORECAST never never never never 
should pay FULl^ coata to both pxjbl i c DEMAND increase increase increase increase 
and p r W a C e providers. Indigent: populaCion will 
bo covered by the goverrvnenc on a fixed charge 
prepaid to the providers. 
Q14.Goverrrr>enC should contract out the outpatient FEASIBILITY feasibl>e feasible unfeasible feasible 
services to private practitioners on a DESIRABILITY undesi「abl>e undesirable undesi�able undesirable 
P r c ^ i d Schgoe basing on the nunt>er of TIME �ORHCAST n e v e� never never never 
patients enroll Led qs in UK. DEMAND decrease increase increase increase 
CCKTRACT >iEDICIK£- , 
Ql5,Hons Kong Medical Association should organize FEi\SIBILIT丫 def.unfeasiblee feasible unfeasible feasible 
itself into a Hon-Profi t Making insurer DESIRABILITY very undesirable ur>desi=desi undesirabLe^ desir 
for the p u b U c . TIME FORECAST never never never never 
DEMAND decrease increase increase increase 
Q16.Doctors should not be allowed to enter FEASIBILITY unfeasible unfeasible feasible unfeasible 
into contracts with CORPORATE clients ‘ DESIRABILITY undesirabLe undesirable undesirable undesirable 
e.g. banks, hotels for the provision of TIME FORECAST never never never never 
iT>edicaL services. DEMAND decrease increase increase no change 
R E S U L T OF R O U N D 2 
F O R H E A L T H I N S U R A N C E IN H K 
/ 
cue STICKS ggSULTS QF gaJ>.T) (FIRST RCXrVD、 
KETHODS CF FUXDIMG I � ” DOCigRS • � C S ACAMEDfCrAMS 
C4.Gcvern™:nt snould TLZvd all health care facilities FEASIBILITY feasible feasible feasible feasible 
(unfeasibLeXfeasible) (feasible) (unfeasible) 
ar>d provide all citizens :he ncccssary care.e.g. OSSIRABIUT丫 d ^ i r a b L e undesirable desirable desirabLe (des i �abe Kijndes i rabL e Kcodes i rab e) (undesi rabLe) 
Vari-crvnL Health Scrvicc in United Kingdon, TIMS FORECAST never never never neve「 
" (>20005 (never) (neve广） （never) 
DEMAND decrease decrease decrease decrease 
(decrease) (decrease) (decrease) (decrease) 
G5.Health care financing shouLd follow the nwdel FEASIBILITY feasible feasible feasible feasible 
(feasible) (feasible) (unfe3S=feas) (feasible) 
of na:icnal health insurance wi:h different OESISASILIT丫 desirable desiraole unoesirable desirable 
(undesirable)(desirable)(undesirable)(desirable) 
P U S U C insurance funds e.g. federal .programs TIME FORECAST never >2000 never >2G0a 
(>2000) (>ZQQQ) • (never) (>2QQQ) 
in Canada oe.MAKO increase increase increase increase 
(increase)(increase) (increase) (increase) 
‘、‘ care financing should follow the rrxxlcl FEASIBILITY f " s i b U feasible feasible fcasibLe 
(feasible) (feasible) (feasible) (feasible) 
of na'ional health insurance with differenc DESIRABRIT丫 desifable desirable undesi=cksi. desirabLe 
(des i rabe))des i rabL e) (undes i =des i -) <des i r3b(• e) 
Public and re<njLated PglVATg insurance TIME FORHCAST >2000 >200(3 never >ZQQQ=93-94 
“ (97 -98) (>ZQOQ) (nover) C>2QQC0 
floods e.g. in Japan and Hecherlaods. DE.MAND increase increase increase increase 
(increase) (increase) (increase) (increase) 
Q7.HeaLth care financing shouLd foLlow the nxDdcL FEASIBILITT feasibLe feasibte feasibLt feasible. 
(feasible) ( f e a a i b U ) (feasible) (feasibLe) 
of p^.blic insurance fur>ds organised by various DESIRABILITY Undesirable undesirable-und^sirabIe u n d « i = d e s i . 
(uodesir) (undesir) Curxkair) (undesi=desir) 
S^CTO^S e.g.teachcrs union, industrial unioaa, TIME FQRSCAST never n c ^ r never >2000 
Crvever) (>2000) (never) (never) 
civil Gcrvicc etc. e,g. in Taiwan. DEHAWD incrcas^ �ocrca^c increase increase 
(increase) (increase). (increase) (increase) 
cf:-MandiitorY Central Prcvidenr Fund with- parr of FEASIBILITT •mfeaaibLe- feasible- unfca^iible- icBsiblt^  
(unfea3ible)CfcMibU) (unfcaa^fcaaXfeaaiblc) 
furxiuGable in payu>«it oir hospital fc« shouLd be- DESIRABILITT undesirable- dcairable- desirable- very dcsir 
(ur>desirable)(dc3irable)CdeiirabU)<Ycry desi「） 
fKicpccd c.g Hcdis^jve-3ch«T>c- fn Stngaparc. TIME FORECAST never >2(300 neve广 >2(300 
(never) (>2000) (never) (>200(3) 
De?tAND incrcn^cr increase increase increase-
(Increase) (increase) (focrcaac) (increase) 
^•lARiCET FOR HEALTH INSURANCE IN HK 
RESULTS OF SECOKD RCLDi'D (FIRST ROJMD) 
CCST l^ CaVERX FOR HOSPITAL SERVICES INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICIAH3 ACAMEDICrAHS 
G9..More higher class beds wi th better accoonxxiacion FEASIBILITY feasible feasible feasible feasible 
(feasible) (feasible) (feasible) (feasible) 
foci Ii ti es with PAKTIAL cost recovery DESIRABILITY desirable desi rable desi rable undesirable 
(desirable) (desirabi^e) (desirable) (desirable) 
s.^iouLd be provided in govcrnmenc hospi tals, TIME FORECAST 95-96 95-96 93-94 93-94 
(95-96) (95-9A) (93-94) (93-94) 
OEHAHO increase increase increase increase 
(increase) (increase) (increase) (increase) 
GIQ-The hospital service should 'PRIVATTScD' FEASIBILITY feasible feasible def unfeasible feasible 
(feasible)(unfeasible) (unfeasible) (feasible) 
wi th cost recovery by USER CKARGES Like in "he DESIRABILITY undesiratUe undesirable very u-xdesi r undesirable 
(uodesi「abLe)(undesiracLe)(very undesi广）（undesi「） 
case of '<CR. Governrnenc will only subsidize the TIME FORECAST never neve广 neve广 neve广 
(never) (never) (never) (never) 
indigene popolacion, DEMAND increase increase increase increase 
(increase) (increase) (increase) (increase) 
PRIHAR丫 HEALTH CAJiE INSURERS DOCTORS P A W E D【 C S ACAMEDtCIAMS 
1-PrifT^ary health care should bo organized inco 卩EASI3ILIT丫 uifeasibl^e feasible feasible feasible 
(unfeasible) (feasibLe) (feasible) (feasible) 
ccxuTx;ni :y health centers with government subsidy DESIRABILITY undesirable desirable undesirable clesi�abl«e 
uodes j rable) (desi「able)(undesi=clesi) (desi r) 
end residents enrol Iing will pay yearly fixed TIME FORECAST never 95-96 93-94 97-93 
(never) (93-94) (93-94) (never) 
subscr’:pt:io门 i.e CAPITATIOM FEES to cover DEMAND decrease no change increase decrease 
(decrease) (no change) (increase) (no change) 
recurrent costs of funning the centers, 
ca「e should be organised into FEASIBILITY feasitUe feasible feasi Lbe feasible 
(feasible) (feasibLe) (feasibLe) (feasible) 
Caununity health centers funded by a cocnbination DESIRABILITY desirable desirable desirable desirable 
(desirabl>e) (desirabLe)(desirabLeKciesirabLe) 
of gavcrnfoenc subsidy for essentials services TIME FORECAST 95-96 95-96 95-96 93-94 
(>2000) (97-9S) (93-4=95-6)C99-200Q=never) 
(e.g.inmjnisacion) and indigent popuLacion, . DEMAMD increase increase increase increase 
(increase) (increase) (increase) (increase) 
user charges and voluntary insurance schemes, 
Ql3.?rifnGry care should b e provided by Public FEASIBILIT丫 feasibLe feasible def unfeasible feasible-
<feasibLe)(feasible) (mfeasible} (feasible) 
canmuni Cy health centers ccxTpeCing wi th DESIRABILITY undesirable undesirable very uncks undesirable 
(undesir) (undesi广）.（undesir) (undesir) 
Private providers. Individuals and groups TIME FORECAST never never neve广 neve广 
• (rvevcr) (never) (never) (never) 
ahcKjLd pay FULL coats to both public OEKAWO increase increase- decrease increase 
‘ (increase) (increase) (increase) (increase) 
and private providers. Indigent population wiIL 
/ 
be- covcred by govcrnmcnC on a fixed charge 
prepaid to the providers. -
t 
.�1ARKET FOR HEALTH INSURANCE IN HK 
RESULTS OF SECOND ROUXD (FIRST ROimD) 
QUESTIONS INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICS' ACAMED【C旧S 
QU.Governfnent should contract out the outpatient FEASIBILITY feasible feasible unfeasible feasible 
(feasible) (feasible)(unfeasible)(feasible) 
servfces to private practitioners on a DESIRABILITY undesirable undesirable undesirable undesirable 
(undesi r) (undesi r) (undesi r) (undesi r) 
Prepaid Scheioe basing on the rxjmoer of TIME FORECAST never never never never 
(never) (never) (never) (never) 
patients enrolled as in U<. DEMAND decrease increase increase no change 
(decrease) (increase) (increase) (increase) 
CCWTRACT MEDICINE 
Ql5.Hong Kong Medical Association should organize FEASIBILITY def.unfeasible feasible unfeasible feasible 
(def unfeas) (feasible)(unfeasible)(feasible) 
itself into a Xon-Profit Making insurer DESIRABILITY v.undesirable undesirable undesirable undesirable 
(very undes) (undes=des)(undesi rable)(desi r) 
"for the publ ic. TIME FORECAST neve广 never never never 
(never) (never) (never) (never) 
DEMAND decrease increase increase increase 
(decrteaseX increase) < increase) (increase) 
Q16.Doctors should not be allowed to enter FEASIBILITY unfeasible unfeasible unfeasible unfeasible 
(unfeasible)(unfeasible)- (feasible)(unfeasible) 
into contracts with CORPORATE clients DESIRABILITY undesirable undesirable undesirable undesirable 
(undesir) (undesi广） <undesi「） （undesir) 
e.g. banks, hotels for the provision of TIME FORECAST never never never never 
(never) (never) (never) (never) 
medical services. DEMAND decrease decrease dec厂ease no change 
(decrease) (increase) (increase) (no change) 
‘QiZ.Hong Kong MedicaL Association should organize FEASIBILITY feasible feasible unfeasible feasible 
itself as AGEMT for the arrangefDent of DESIRABILITY desirable desirable undesirable undesirable 
contracts for the provision of medical services TIME FORECAST never never never neve「 
with efipLoyer groups. Participation of doctors DEMAND decrease increase increase no change 
are voluntary. 
Qia.Hospital Authority should raise extra fund by sooie FEASIBILITY feasible feasible feasible feasible 
fonn of lottery following the exanple of DESIRABILITY undesirable desirable desirable undesirable 
Queensland, Australia, 了 I M E FORECAST never 93-94=95-96 93-94 n€ve「 
DEMAND no change no change increase no change 
i-IARKE T FOR HEALTH INSURANCE IN HK 
RESULTS OF FINAL ROUND 
QUESTIONS 
ftETHODS OF FUNDING INSURERS DOCTORS PARAMEDICS ACAHEDICIANS A!A 
'24,Government should fund all health care facilities FEASIBILITY unfeasible feasible feasible f&asibie feasible 
and provide all citizens the necessary care.e.g. DESIRABILITY undesirable undesirabls desirable desirafalB undesirabie 
National Health Service in United Kingdcni. TIHE FORECAST never >2000 >2000 never never 
DEMAND decrease cie �rease decrease dBcrease decrease 
35.Health care financing should follow the model FEASIBILITY feasible feasible feasible feasihie feasible 
of national health insurance with different DESIRABILITY lindBsirable desirable desirable desirable desirable 
PUBLIC insurance funds E.g. federal progranis TINE FORECAST never >2000 >2000 >2000 >2000 
in Canada. DEMAND increase increase increase increase increase 
3 6 . H e a U h care financing should follow the fnodel FEASIBILITY feasible feasible fsasibie feasible feasibls 
of national health insurance with different DESIRABILITY desirable desirable undesirable desirable desirable 
public and regulated PRIVATE insurance funds TIHE FORECAST >2000 >2000 >2000 >2000 >2000 
e.g. in Japan and Netherlands. DEMAND increase increase increase increase increase 
Q7.Health care financing should follow the if,odel FEASIBILITY f&asible feasible feaE-ibls fBasifaie feasible 
of public insurance funds organised by vario.iis DESIRABILITY undesirable undesirable undesirable undesirable undesi. 
SECTORS s.q.teachers union, industrial uniGfis. Tint FORECAST nsver never 97-98 >2000 never 
civil service etc, in Taiwan. DEHAND increase i n � � e a s e increase increase increase 
QS.nandatory Central Provident Fund Kith part of FEASIBILITY unfeasible feasible feasible feasible feasible-
fund UBcbls in payment of hospital fees should be DESIRABILITY undesirable desirable desirable very desirable desirabie 
adopted e.g Hedisave scheme in Singapore. TINE FORECAST never >2000 >2000 >2000 >2000 
“ DEHAND increase incressB increass increase increase 
COST RECOVERY FOR HOSPITAL SERVICES 
Ov.Hore higher cl-555 beds with better arcGasGdatiGn FEASIBILITY feasible feasible feasible feasible feasible 
facilities with PARTIAL cos-t recovery DESIRABILITY desirabie desirable desirablB desirabls desirsble 
should be provided in gGvernsent hospitals. TINE FORECAST 95-96 93-94 93-94 93-94 93-94 
DEHAND increase increase increase increase increase 
GiO.The hospital service should be 'PRIVATISED' FEASIBILITY feasible feasible unfeasible unfe35=fe35. feasible 
with cost recovery by USER CHARGES like in the DESIRABILITY undesirable undesirable v Lindesirable undesirable undesi. 
case of KCR. Scvernaent will on Iy subsidize the IlrlE FORECAST never never never never never 
indigent population. DEHAND increase increase increase increase increase 
PRINARY HEALTH CARE INSURERS DOCTORS PARAHEDICS ACAHEDICIANS ^ 
311.Primary health care should be organized into FEASIBILITY Linfeasibie feasible feasible feasible feasible 
coniiTiunity health centers with QcvBrnment subsidy DESIRABILITY undesirable desirable desirable desirable desirable 
and residents enrolling will pay yearly fixed TIHE FORECAST never 95-96 93-94 97-98=never never 
subscription i.e CAPITATION FEES to cover DEHAND decrease no change increase decrease no change 
�ecuirent costs of running the centers. 
� 〉 R K E T F O R H E A L T H I N S U R A N C E I N H K 
QUESTIONS 
FRINARY HEALTH CARE INSURERS DOCTORS PARAHEDICS ACAHEDICIANS ^ 
Gi2.Prii!iary care should be crganised into FEASIBILITY feasible feasible feasilbe feasible feasible 
Coffimunity health csnters funded by a combination DESIRABILITY desirable desirable desirable desirable desirable 
of govern,TiBnt subsidy for essential services TINE FORECAST >2000 97-98 93-94 93-94 97-96 
(e.g.iiBfnunisationj and indigent pcpuiation, DEMAND increase increase increase increase increase 
user charges and voluntary insurance BcheniBs. 
Gi3.Primary care shculd be provided by Public FEASIBILITY feasible feasible unfeasible feasible feasible 
coHiSunity health centers coopeting with DESIRABILITY undesirable undesirable undesi. undesir. undesir. 
Private providers. Individuals and groups TIHE FORECAST never=2000 never never never never 
should pay RM.L costs to both public DEMAND increase increase increase increase increase 
and private providers. Indigent population will 
bB covered by the governfiient on a fi;;ed charge 
prepaid to the providers. 
Q14,Governi2ent should contract out the outpatient FEASIBILITY feasible feasible unfessibie feasible fBssible 
services to private practitioriETS en a DESIRABILITY undesirable undesirablB undasir. undesir. undesir. 
Prepaid Scheine basing on the nuinber cf TIHE FORECAST never never never never nsver 
patients enrolieci as in OK. DEHAND decrease increase increase increase increase 
CONTRACT MEDICINE 
GlS.Hong Kong Hedical Association should organize FEASIBILITY def.unfeasible feasible feasible feasible feasible 
itself into a Non-Profit Hakinq insurer DESIRABILITY v.undesirable undesirable undesir. unoBsir. undesir. 
for the publics TIHE FORECAST never never nevBr never never 
DEHAND decrease increase increase increase increase 
Ql6.DGctor5 should not be allowed to enter FEASIBILITY unfeasible unfeasible unfeasible feasible unfeasible 
intD contracts with CORPORATE clients DESIRABILITY undeEirable undesirable undesir. undesir. undesir, 
e.g. banks, hotEis for the provision of TINE FORECAST never never never never never 
siedical services. DEHAND increase increase increase no change increasB 
Q17.Hong Kong Hedical Association should organize FEASIBILITY feasible feasible unfeasible feasible feasible 
itself as ASEMT for'the arrangement of DESIRABILITY de5i=unde5i desirable undesirable Linde5i=de5i desirable 
• contracts for the provision of RBdical services TIME FORECAST never never >2000 never never 
with efsployer groups. Participation of doctors DEHAND OBcrsase increase increase no change increase 
are voluntary. 
516.Hospital Authority should raise extra fund by seme FEASIBILITY feasible feasible feasible feasible feasible 
fcriri of lottery following the exaniple of DESIRABILITY undesirable desirable desirable undesir. desirable 
Quaensland, Australia. TIHE FORECAST never 93-?4 93-94 never never 
DEHAND no change no change increase no change no change 
J19. ,Mandatory central health insurance scheme FEASIBILITY feasible feasible feasible feasible feasible 
with contributions by e-Tiployees and employers DESIRABILITY desirable desirable desirable desirable desirabis 
should be set up. The scheffie shculd be run TIME FORECAST 93-94=>2000 97-93=>2000 95-96 95-96 >2000 
by private insurers with government regulation DEHAND increase increase increase increase increase 
en pr9iV(iun and benefits. 
Q 2 0 . T h e most s i g n i f i c a n t event is) that will affect the demand 
for private health i n s u r a n c e in the next five years is 
(are): 
RANK 
1ST 2ND 3RD 
- - R i s i n g cost of health care 10 7 4 
E c o n o m i c p e r f o r m a n c e of the t e r r i t o r y 1 2 3 
� � F e e s t r u c t u r e of H o s p i t a l A u t h o r i t y 4 10 4 
- - I n c r e a s e demand for higher q u a l i t y care 3 3 9 
- - D e t e r i o r a t i o n of p u b l i c m e d i c a l service 3 3 0 
- � D e v e l o p m e n t of group m e d i c a l i n s u r a n c e 3 2 2 
scheme -
- - D e c r e a s e govt c o m m i t m e n t in h e a l t h care 1 3 3 
- - P r i m a r y health care reform 1 2 4 
� � L a b o u r shortage 1 1 2 
--Brain drain of h e a l t h c a r e p r o v i d e r s 0 0 1 
C O M M E N T S FOR R O U N D 1 
^•lARiCET FOR HEALTH INSURANCE IN HK 
C O K M E N T S P R O H P A N E L I S T S 
一 一 e v e r y t h i n g h a s t o b e c h a n g e d if a n y b e f o r e 1 9 9 7 . 
- - h e a l t h i n s u r a n c e m a r k e t is o n l y f e a s i b l e if t h e e c o n o m y of t h e 
c o u n t r y i s f a v o r a b l e . H e n c e g o v e r n m e n t i n t o t h e h e a l t h 
s e r v i c e s is a n e c e s s i t y . 、 
一 一 D e p e n d e n t u p o n t h e d e p e n d e n c y r a t i o o f tiie c o u n t r y , h e a l t h 
i n s u r a n c e , m a r k e t m a y n o t b e f e a s i b l e . 
- - � a m in f a v o u r of a n a t i o n a l l o t t e r y , as in Q u e e n s l a n d , to f u n d 
p u b l i c h o s p i t a l s e r v i c e s . 
- - H k g o v e r n m e n t i s a c t u a l l y t a k i n g t h e r o l e o f p u b l i c m e d i c a l 
i n s u r e r in t h e f o r m of u n d e f i n e d " c o m p u l s o r y h o s p i t a l 
i n s u r a n c e " . 
一 一 M e d i c a l i n s u r a n c e f o r h o s p i t a l a n d e m e r g e n c y s e r v i c e s e t c . is a 
l o g i c a l a p p r o a c h . 
一 一 M e d i c a l i n s u r a n c e f o r p r i m a r y m e d i c a l t r e a t m e n t is n o t c o s t -
e f f e c t i v e . 
- - C o m m u n i t y h e a l t h s e r v i c e s h o u l d b e t h e r e s p o n s i b i l i t y o f t h e 
g o v e r n m e n t . . 
——In H K v o l u n t a r y , p r i v a t e h o s p i t a l i n s u r a n c e is d e s i r a b l e b u t n o t 
f e a s i b l e f o r t h e t i m e b e i n g . A l t h o u g h t h e e d u c a t i o n a n d 
f i n a n c i a l s t a t u s o f t h e g e n e r a l p u b l i c a r e i m p r o v i n g , t h e 
coininunity is s t i l l n o t q u i t e a d e q u a t e i n . . 
1/ a w a r e n e s s in s o c i a l r e s p o n s i b i l i t y 
2/ k n o w l e d g e i n i n s u r a n c e 
一 一 M e d i o c r e i n c r e a s e i n p a y m e n t f o r g o v e r n m e n t h o s p i t a l s e r v i c e 
s e r v e s n o p u r p o s e b e c a u s e i t c o n s t i t u t e s o n l y a s m a l l f r a c t i o n 
o f t h e t o t a l c o s t . S u b s t a n t i a l i n c r e a s e o f direct- p a y m e n t is 
n o t a d v i s a b l e b e c a u s e ‘ ’ 
1/ i t w o u l d d e f e a t t h e p u r p o s e a n d c o n c e p t of i n s u r a n c e 
2/ m o s t f a m i l i e s c a n n o t a f f o r d d i r e c t p a y m e n t ( n o t a t 
t h e s a c r i f i c e of o t h e r e x p e n d i t u r e . 
一 一 A s t h e g o v e r n m e n t ' i s r e l u c t a n t t o s e t u p t h e C e n t r a l P r o v i d e n t 
F u n d or. o t h e r s i m i l a r c o n t r i b u t o r y ' s o c i a l i n s u r a n c e s c h e m e , i t 
i s q u i t e u n l i k e l y t h a t t h e g o v e r n m e n t w o u l d c a r r y o u t a n y 
c e n t r a l i z e d h e a l t h i n s u r a n c e s c h e m e . 
- - P r o v i s i o n of h e a l t h c a r e s e r v i c e s h o u l d b e t h e r e s p o n s i b i l i t y of 
t h e g o v t , b a s e d o n t h e p h i l o s o p h y s t a t e d in Q 1 k 2 . T h e p r e s e n t 
h i g h l y c e n t r a l i z e d m o d e o f f u n d i n g t h r o u g h t a x a t i o n i s a 
d e s i r a b l e w a y o f ' r e d i s t r i b u t i o n of w e a l t h ' . If u s e r s of t h e 
s e r v i c e a r e r e q u i r e d t o p a y m o r e , t h e y s h o u l d b e e n c o u r a g e d , n o t 
f o r c e d , due t o o u r p o o r s o c i a l s e c u r i t y s y s t e m w h i c h m a j o r i t y of 
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l o c a l w o r k e r d o n ' t e v e n h a v e p r o v i d e n t f u n d . 
一 一 T h e s u c c e s s of h e a l t h i n s u r a n c e s c h e m e s w i l l p r o b a b l y d e p e n d on 
1. a c c e s s i b i l i t y of p u r e l y p u b l i c funded s e r v i c e s 
2 . q u a l i t y a n d r a n g e of s e r v i c e s p r o v i d e d b y g o v e r n m e n t 
s e r v i c e s 
3 . e x t e n t of c o s t r e c o v e r y in p u b l i c h o s p i t a l s 
4 . t h e % of h i g h e r c l a s s b e d s in p u b l i c h o s p i t a l s 
5 . w h e t h e r t h e s e b e d s ( i n 4) a r e c o m p a r a b l e a n d 
c o m p e t i t i v e w i t h p r i v a t e b e d s 、 
6. c o n t r o l of fees 
7 . d e v e l o p m e n t in p r i v a t e h e a l t h s e c t o r 
8 . g r o w t h of e c o n o m y 
� � M e t h o d of f u n d i n g : N H S of U k is m o s t p r e f e r a b l e . It is n o t v e r y 
f e a s i b l e b e c a u s e of t h e p o l i t i c o - e c o n o m i c a l s i t u a t i o n f r o m n o w 
t i l l 1 9 9 7 a n d t h e c o m m i t t e d p o l i c y of ‘Low T a x Rate‘ a t t h e 
B a s i c L a w ( d r a f t ) . I f N H S s c e n a r i o h a s t o b e i m p l e m e n t e d , 
t a x a t i o n m u s t g o u p a n d t h a t w i l l b e o b j e c t e d b y e c o n o m i c 
e l i t e s . C e n t r a l P r o v i d e n t F u n d w a s t u r n e d d o w n in 1 9 8 7 a n d it 
is n o t p o s s i b l e w i t h i n t h e n e x t few d e c a d e s . 
一 一 E s s e n t i a l p u b l i c h e a l t h s e r v i c e s m u s t b e provided- f r e e f o r a l l 
e . g . i m m u n i z a t i o n , e n v i r p n m e n t a 1 c o n t r o l , d e v e l o p m e n t a l 
s c r e e n i n g e t c . . T h e s e s e r v i c e s , a t p r e s e n t and p r o b a b l y in n e a r 
f u t u r e c a n n o t b e p r o v i d e d to a n y g r e a t e x t e n t b y p r i v a t e s e c t o r . 
一 一 A n s w e r s w e r e g i v e n i n t h e c o n t e x t o f t h e r e a l i t y o f HK‘s 
e c o n o m y , w h i c h s u c c e s s h a s b e e n h i n g e d u p o n t h e p r e a c h i n g a n d 
p r a c t i c i n g o f " a c t i v e n o n - i n t e r v e n t i o n i s m " w h i c h a l l o w s t h e 
b i o l o g i c a l l a w p l a y i n g b e h i n d t h e e v o l u t i o n , u n d e r g o i n g f o r 
b i l l i o n s of y e a r s l e a d i n g to t h e u p r i s i n g of h u m a n b e i n g s as w e 
a r e t o d a y , t o w o r k t o i t s f u l l e x t e n t . L e s s o n s b y U K in t h e 
s e v e n t i e s d i c t a t e t h a t H k s h o u l d n o t o p t f o r a c o u r s e t o o 
p r o g r e s s i v e ,if n o t a g g r e s s i v e , in t e r m s of p u b l i c w e l f a r e . 
——� a m s a t i s f i e d w i t h t h e p r e s e n t s y s t e m t h a t t h e e m e r g e n c y a n d 
a b s o l u t e m e d i c a l n e e d s a r e d u l y c a t e r e d f o r a t v e r y l o w c o s t 
a f f o r d a b l e b y t h e p u b l i c in t h e low i n c o m e b r a c k e t . 
� - T h e a d m i n i s t r a t i v e c o s t of l a r g e s c a l e s c h e m e s f u r t h e r d r a i n on 
t h e e c o n o m y u n d e r l y i n g s o c i a l w e a l t h as a w h o l e . 
——Factors t h a t w i l l a f f e c t h e a l t h i n s u r a n c e m a r k e t 
1/ F e e s t r u c t u r e of t h e f u t u r e H o s p i t a l A u t h o r i t y h o s p i t a l s 
a n d t h e d i f f e r e n t i a l s b e t w e e n p u b l i c and p r i v a t e h o s p i t a l s . 
2/ R e c o m m e n d a t i o n s of t h e e v a l u a t i o n on p r i m a r y h e a l t h c a r e . 
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3/ D e v e l o p m e n t of g r o u p m e d i c a l i n s u r a n c e s c h e m e - - w h e t h e r 
e m p l o y e r s a r e w i l l i n g t o i n c l u d e m e d i c a l b e n e f i t s to s t a f f 
b e n e f i t s . 
一 一 M a n y o p t i o n s a r e f e a s i b l e b u t t h e o u t c o m e w o u l d d e p e n d on t h e 
i n i t i a t i o n of t h e a d m i n i s t r a t o r a n d t h e s t r e n g t h of p e o p l e in 
d e m a n d i n g a g o o d s e r v i c e (desirable) w i t h a f f o r d a b l e c o s t . 
——For H K t o b e d y n a m i c , a low t a x s t r u c t u r e is e s s e n t i a l t h e r e f o r e 
h e a l t h c o s t s n e e d t o b e f u n d e d p r i v a t e l y n o t from g o v e r n m e n t 
r e v e n u e . 、 
- - � f i r m l y b e l i e v e t h a t t h e b e s t form of H e a l t h C a r e f i n a n c i n g is 
o n e w h i c h p r i m a r i l y e m p h a s i s e s t h e p r i v a t e s e c t o r w i t h p u b l i c 
f u n d s u s e d a t a m i n i m u m . � b e l i e v e d o c t o r s h a v e a r i g h t t o 
c o n t r a c t o u t p a t i e n t s e r v i c e s t h r o u g h e m p l o y e r s . H o w e v e r , t h e 
n e e d s f o r m o r e r e g u l a t i o n s t o a s s u r e q u a l i t y of c a r e is n o t 
c o m p r o m i s e d . F r e e d o m o f c h o i c e s h o u l d b e e m p h a s i s e d w i t h 
e m p l o y e e s c h o o s i n g t h e i r d o c t o r s n o t f o r c e d b y a g r e e m e n t . 
- � I n v i e w o f H K ' s G D P , i t is q u i t e f a r l e f t b e h i n d w i t h o t h e r 
a d v a n c e d c o u n t r i e s . H o w e v e r , o u r e c o n o m i c g r o w t h in t h e s e f e w 
y e a r s is h i g h e r t h a n t h e s e c o u n t r i e s . It is r e a s o n a b l e t h a t o u r 
g o v e r n m e n t c a n i n c r e a s e t h e m e d i c a l c a r e b u d g e t in o r d e r t o 
r e d i s t r i b u t e t h e f r u i t o f t h e n a t i o n a l g r o w t h t o t h e g e n e r a l 
p u b l i c . 
——HKMA c a n a c t a s a g e n t s o f m e d i c a l p r a c t i t i o n e r s f o r t h e 
n e g o t i a t i o n o f c o n t r a c t s w i t h e m p l o y e r g r o u p s . T h i s w i l l b e 
g o o d f o r t h e s o l o p r a c t i t i o n e r s w h o do n o t h a v e t h e n e c e s s a r y 
b a c k g r o u n d a s c o m p a r e d t o l a r g e g r o u p p r a c t i c e s . I t w i l l a l s o 
b e b e n e f i c i a l t o e m p l o y e r s a s t h e y w i l l k n o w w h e r e t o s e e k 
a d v i c e w h e n t h e y w a n t t o o f f e r m e d i c a l b e n e f i t s t o t h e i r 
e m p l o y e e s , 
——Government s u b s i d i z e d , p r i v a t e s e c t o r p a r t i c i p a t e d “ L a r g e “ 
G r o u p I n s u r a n c e (medical) S c h e m e s e e m s to b e t h e o u t c o m e of t h e 
u n b a l a n c e d s o c i e t y o f H K . ‘ 
DO Y O U H A V E A N Y C O M M E N T S TO T H E A B O V E C O M M E N T S ？ 
P l e a s e e n t e r y o u r c o m m e n t s , a r g u m e n t s in t h e s p a c e s p r o v i d e d in 
t h e a n s w e r s h e e t s . T h a n k s . 
s 
COMMENTS FOR ROUND 2 
>L\RXZT FOR HEALTH 工 N S I I R A N C 2 IN HK 
C0H2-£E:n:S 'FROH I^ J^ J^ LISTS 
一 一 M a j or c h a n g e s are f ortihcoming一一hospital a u t h o r i t i e s , g o v e r n m e n t ‘ s 
r e v i e w on p r i m a r y m e d i c a l c a r e . G o v e m m e n t : w i l l a d o p t p o l i c y of 
g e t t i n g u s e r s t o p a y m o r e and to e n c o u r a g e i n s u r a n c e . If 
e c o n o m i c d e v e l o p m e n t is f a v o u r a b l e , t h e r e . w i l l b e a l a r g e s e c t o r . _ 
w i l l i n g and a f f o r d a b l e t o b u y p r i v a t e h e a l t h i n s u r a n c e . 
- � i n s u r a n c e f u n d s o r g a n i z e d b y s e c t o r s : 
: f e a s i b l e b e c a u s e a c t u a l l y u n i o n s and e m p l o y e r s c a n o r g a n i s e 
such. circTQuistances a r i s e . . 
: u n d e s i r a b l e b e c a u s e i t is n o t f o r t h e b e n e f i t of m a j o r i t y of 
H K p e o p l e . 
: t i m e f o r e c a s t e d 9 3 - 9 4 , I t is b e c a u s e t h e r e p o r t of 
P r o v i s i o n a l H o s p i t a l A u t h o r i t y h a d p r o p o s e d a m a r k i n c r e a s e 
of h o s p i t a l f e e . I f t h a t r e a l l y comes t r u e in +/一 1 9 9 3 - 9 4 , - -
g o v e r n m e n t , e m p l o y e r s o r , a t l e a s t U n i o n s w i l l r e a c t 
i m m e d i a t e l y in o r g a n i z i n g s u c h i n s u r a n c e to s u i t m e m b e r s ‘ 
n e e d s and t h e most: i m p o r t a n t to c o m p e t e f o r m e m b e r s , 
——partial c o s t r e c o v e r y f o r h i g h e r c l a s s b e d s : 
First: of a l l ''higher c l a s s bed‘ is n o t d e f i n e d c l e a r l y . M y 
- i i a p r e s s i o n is s o m e t h i n g l i k e t h i r d c l a s s w a r d s witiiout: c a m p b e d s . 
if" tihat is r e a l l y t h e c a s e , t h e i n t r o d u c t i o n , of t h e s e b e d s c o u l d 
m e a n " l e g a l i z i n g " t h e p r e s e n c e of c a m p b e d s in t h i r d c l a s s w a r d a n d 
o v e r c r o w d e d n e s s is o f f i c i a l l y a c c e p t e d in t h e s e w a r d s . T o " m e , i t 
is l i k e " l u x u r y b u s e s w i t h n o c a p a c i t y for s t a n d i n g p a s s e n g e r s " 
一 一 p r i m a r y h e a l t h c a r e : 
D e m a n d w i l l d e c r e a s e s i m p l y if y o u a s k the p e o p l e to- P A Y . 
I t is b e c a u s e of t h e p o o r h e a l t h e d u c a t i o n , p e o p l e w o u l d g i v e u p 
p r i m a r y c a r e but:, k e e p t h e i r m o n e y . 
C o m p e t i n g p r i v a t e a n d p u b l i c p r i m a r y h e a l t h c e n t e r i s n o t 
f e a s i b l e b e c a u s e H K p e o p l e h a v e no c o n c e p t of p r i m a r y health, c a r e . 
T h e r e f o r e , p u b l i c health, c e n t r e s c o m p e t i n g w i t h p r i v a t e p r o v i d e r s 
is m e a n i n g l e s s . If f u l l c o s t is to b e p a i d b y t h e ' i n d i v i d u a l s , 
tiiey (? m a j o r i t y ) n i g h t s i m p l y n o t t a k i n g up t h e p r e v e n t i v e 
m e d i c a l prograiirmes w i t h w o r s e n i n g of g e n e r a l p u b l i c h e a l t h ,‘ 
- - R a i s i n g f u n d b y l o t t e r i e s : 
H o s p i t a l A u t h o r i t y w i l l a c t u a l l y r a i s e m o n e y f r o m a l o t 
o f w a y s . T h a t w i l l b e d e f i n i t e . 
一 一 M e d i c a l c o s t s w i l l d e f i n i t e l y go u p . Tiiese i n c l u d e ^ d o c t o r s 
f e e s , m o r e s o p h i s t i c a t e d i n v e s t i g a t i o n s , b e t t e r m e d i c a t i o n s a n d 
l o n g e r l i f e s p a n of t h e p a p u l a t i o n . 
一 一 D u e t o s h o r t a g e of m a n p o w e r , e m p l o y e r s h a v e to p r o v i d e m o r e 
b e n e f i t s f o r t h e i r e m p l o y e e s . L o g i c a l l y they w i l l t u r n t o 
p r i v a t e i n s u r a n c e o r c o n t r a c t s w i t h d o c t o r s . (Medical i n s u r a n c e -
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is d e s i r a b l e b u t c o n t r a c t s with d o c t o r s are n o t d e s i r a b l e , 
r e a s o n s of w h i c h a r e too. c o m p l i c a t e d to e l a b o r a t e h e r e . ) 
- - W h i l e t h e g o v e r n m e n t ^expenditure on h e a l t h c a r e is i n c r e a s i n g 
( c o n t r a r y t o w h a t 丨many p e o p l e e x p e c t ), the m o n e y can 
d e f i n i t e l y n o t m e e t t h e d e m a n d for b e t t e r s e r v i c e . M o r e o v e r , 
v i t h t h e e s t a b l i s h m e n t of t h e H o s p i t a l A u t h o r i t y it is n o w c l e a r 
L^l^at t h e t r e n d is t o w a r d s "user- p a y " • T h e r e f o r e m o r e p e o p l e 
w i l l t u r n t o p r i v a t e i n s u r a n c e . But t h i s w i l l b e a v e r y g r a d u a l 
s h i f t i n g p r o c e s s . 
一 一 p r i v a t e h e a l t h i n s u r a n c e is c o m p l e t e l y d e p e n d e n t on s u p p o r t of 
t h e b i g c o m m e r c i a l f i r m s and f a c t o r i e s . T h i s in t u r n r e l i e s 
c o m p l e t e l y on t h e c o n t i n u e d s u c c e s s of b i g b u s i n e s s a n d 
c o n f i d e n c e in H K . In v i e w of the a b o v e , a b r o a d c o n t r i b u t i o n , 
e i t h e r b y g o v e r n m e n t or a ‘ he a l t h tax.' is e s s e n t i a l to c u s h i o n 
a n y d o w n t u r n of t h e e c o n o m y o t h e r w i s e p r i v a t e h e a l t h i n s u r a n c e 
. m a y c o l l a p s e o v e r n i g h t . 
一 一 W h e r e d o c t o r s e n t e r i n t o "contract m e d i c i n e " w i t h c o r p o r a t e 
c l i e n t s t h e y s h o u l d b e s u b j e c t to same i n s u r a n c e l e g i s l a t i o n a n d . 
t a x e s a n d s e l f - r e g u l a t i o n as insurers a r e s u b j e c t e d t o . 
t ‘ 
t ‘ 
- - C u r r e n t l y t h e r e is a l a r g e d i v i s i o n ( o r a p p e a r s to be) b e t w e e n 
l a r g e c o n g l o m e r a t e p r a c t i c e s and s o l o / s m a l l m e d i c a l 
p r a c t i t i o n e r s . O n e w o u l d h o p e we do n o t see t h e s o l o / s m a l l 
p r a c t i t i o n e r s " s q u e e z e d o u t “ by sh a r p b u s i n e s s p r a c t i c e s . 
一一？ecpla in H K a r a g e t t i n g m o r e k n o w l e d g e a b l e and m o r e d e m a n d i n g 
in a l l r e s p e c t . P e o p l e w i s h to h a v e t h e i r own c h o i c e s of 
d o c t o r s . p e o p l e wish, to p a y for w h a t t h e y g e t . p e o P l e l i k e to 
p a y f o r w h a t is w o r t h w h i l e . 
- - T h e H o s p i t a l Authority‘s p o l i c y on t h e a m o u n t of s u b s i d y to 
d i f f e r e n t g r o u p s of p e o p l e and on fee c h a r g i n g w i l l b e . 
d e t e r m i n a n t . 
� - T h e f o l l o w i n g s c e n a r i o s w i l l add fuel to t h e p r i v a t e h e a l t h 
i n s u r a n c e m a r k e t : -
r i s i n g h e a l t h c a r e c o s t even in p u b l i c h o s p i t a l 
2 . a g i n g / l o n g e v i t y w i t h m o r e d e b i l i t a t i n g c h r o n i c i l l n e s s e s 
3• m o r e i n t e r n a t i o n a l t r a v e l '' 
4- m o r e e m p l o y e r s i n s u r e t h e i r e m p l o y e e s on h e a l t h care as 
p a r t of f r i n g e b e n e f i t . 
5 . g e n e r a l k n o w l e d g e of p o p u l a t i o n i n c r e a s e s w i t h 
c o m m e n s u r a t e i n c r e a s e in d e m a n d f o r h e a l t h c a r e s e r v i c e s 
- - w h a t t h e p u b l i c s e r v i c e s c o u l d n o t o f f e r , 
- - S o c i a l a f f l u e n c e o v e r a l l sets the "ultimate c o n f i n e s for any k i n d 
of " f i n a n c i n g " . A s a c a p i t a l i s t i c e n t i t y p r e m i s e d for 50 y e a r s 
a f t e r 1 9 9 7 ( as t h e c o m m u n i s t s a d m i t d e e p in t h e i r s o u l s t h e 
e x c e l l e n c e of f r e e markst: syster:, b e i n g s a i f - c o r r e c t i v e t h r o u g h 
t h e • m e c h a n i s m of e l i m i n a n i o n ) , H K is c a i c u l a r e d ro find its 
n a t u r a l w a y into b e t t e r s o c i a l s e c u r i t y o u t of t h e b o u r g e o i s -
« 
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c l a s s ' e m e r g e n c y a l o n g w i t h e c o n o m i c g r o w t h , o t h e r t h a n 
g o v e r n m e n t c o m p u l s i o n . S e l f - r e g u l a t e d s c h e m e s r u n b y d i f f e r e n t 
s e c t o r s o f t h e s o c i e t y a l o n g w i t h c o m m e r c i a l p a c k a g e s 
d o v e t a i l i n g i n d i v i d u a l n e e d s f o r people‘s f r e e c h o i c e c o u l d b e 
t h e f u t u r e o r c h e s t r a t i o n i n t o t h e n e x t c e n t u r y . 
一 -工 - t h i n k t h e t o t a l " c h a r i t a b l e " m o n i e s a n d / o r s p a r e c a s h f o r 
l u c k y - d r a w c o n t r i b u t i o n s w i t h i n a p o p u l a t i o n a r e a c o n s t a n t fro 
a p a r t i c u l a r y e a r . A d d i t i o n a l l o t t e r y t o f e t c h " m a r k e t s h a r e " 
f r o m ‘mark six‘ o r ‘ c o m m u n i t y c h e s t c a m p a i g n s ‘ e t c . c o u l d n o t 
i n f l a t e t h e c a k e f o r t h e n e e d y . 
- - T h e p r i v a t e health- i n s u r a n c e m a r k e t w i l l c o n t i n u e t o g r o w f o r 
t h e f o l l o w i n g r e a s o n s : 
1 . g o v e r n m e n t c o u l d n o t a f f o r d t h e f u l l b i l l , e v e n if a 
c o n s e n s u s w a s p r e s e n t o n t h e l e v e l of h e a l t h c a r e n e e d e d . • 
. . . . a n d t h e r e is N O c o n s e n s u s . 
2 . D o c t o r s ( p r i v a t e p r a c t i c e ) w i l l b e c h a l l e n g e d on t h e q u a l i t y 
o f c a r e o f f e r e d b y " c o n t r a c t s c h e m e s " w h i c h a l s o r e s t r i c t 
t h e p e o p l e s r i g h t t o c h o o s e t h e i r d o c t o r . D o c t o r s s h o u l d 
b e c o n c e r n e d w i t h c a r e n o t h o w t o i n c r e a s e $ $ . 
3 . A s p e o p l e " p r o s p e r " , t h e i r c o n c e p t of q u a l i t y c a r e c h a n g e s . 
I n s u r a n c e is t h e o n l y m e c h a n i s m w h i c h p r o v i d e s f o r t h i s b y 
i n d i v i d u a l a n d g r o u p . 
4 . E m p l o y e r s w i l l i n c r e a s i n g l y u n d e r s t a n d t h a t i n s u r a n c e 
c o m p a n i e s a r e a n e c e s s a r y t h i r d p a r t y b e t w e e n p r o v i d e r s & 
p a t i e n t . G o v e r n m e n t c a n ' t f i l l t h a t r o l e . 
- - T h e m o s t i m p o r t a n t f a c t o r t h a t w i l l a f f e c t p r i v a t e h e a l t h 
i n s u r a n c e is t h e u p c o m i n g H o s p i t a l A u t h o r i t y r e s t r u c t u r i n g t h i s 
y e a r , (the f e e s l e v e l , t h e s e r v i c e s t a n d a r d s , t h e p r i v a t e 
p r a c t i c e o f c o n s u l t a n t s e t c . ) 
- - P o o r l y d e v e l o p e d g o v t , p r i m a r y h e a l t h c a r e l e a d i n g t o a b u s e of 
h o s p i t a l s e r v i c e . 
- - p o o r m o r a l e , s t a t u s , p a y a n d w o r k i n g c o n d i t i o n s in g o v t , m e d i c a l / 
h e a l t h s e r v i c e s . L i m i t e d r e s o u r c e s c a n o n l y p r o v i d e c a r e w i t h 
l i m i t e d q u a l i t y a n d q u a n t i t y . A n i n c r e a s e in q u a n t i t y w i l l l e a d 
t o a d e c r e a s e in q u a l i t y a n d v i c e v e r s a . 
一 一 g o v e r n m e n t i s u n l i k e l y t o b e a b l e t o c o n t i n u e h i g h e x p e n d i t u r e 
f o r h e a l t h c a r e . 
——Though t h e r e is b o u n d t o b e a n i n c r e a s i n g n e e d f o r p r i v a t e 
h e a l t h i n s u r a n c e , H K p e o p l e a r e s t i l l n o t r e a d y f o r it b e c a u s e 
o f t h e f e e s c h a r g i n g s y s t e m a d o p t e d b y t h e p u b l i c i n s t i t u t i o n s . 
T h e c u l t u r e o f H K p e o p l e is a g a i n s t h a v i n g m o n e y d e p o s i t e d t o a 
t h i r d p a r t y ( i . e . t h e i n s u r a n c e c o m p a n i e s ) . T h e r e f o r e ,工 t h i n k a 
m i x e d s y s t e m w i t h b o t h p u b l i c a n d p r i v a t e i n s u r a n c e s c h e m e w o u l d 
b e m o r e d e s i r a b l e a n d f e a s i b l e . B u t w e s t i l l n e e d t h e g o v t t o 
t a k e t h e i n i t i a t i v e t o e n c o u r a g e t h e e s t a b l i s h m e n t of p r o v i d e n t 
f u n d s y s t e m e v e n t h o u g h t h e i d e a of C e n t r a l P r o v i d e n t F u n d is 
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d i f f i c u l t to b e r e v i v e d . 
- - T h e H o s p i t a l A u t h o r i t y s h o u l d b e a b l e to r a i s e e x t r a fund by 
m e a n s o t h e r t h a n l o t t e r y . 
——The f o r m a t i o n of s o m e s o r t of c e n t r a l b o d y for i m p r o v i n g p r i m a r y 
h e a l t h c a r e a n d b e t t e r l i n k b e t w e e n p r i v a t e G P s a n d p u b l i c O P D s 
w i l l s t i m u l a t e t h e i n v o l v e m e n t of i n s u r e r s into t h e m a r k e t . 
However, the interest of insurers will depend a lot on 
government‘s f u n d i n g p o l i c y . If t h e f u t u r e p o l i c y r e m a i n s to b e 
c e n t r a l f u n d i n g of t h e secondary, or t e r t i a r y h e a l t h , t h e n 
i n s u r e r s w i l l l a c k t h e i n t e r e s t . H o w e v e r s o m e s o r t of c o m b i n e d 
i n s u r a n c e m o d e l s t h a t i n c o r p o r a t e p r i v a t e i n s u r a n c e c o n c e p t s 
i n t o t h e p u b l i c s y s t e m m i g h t b e d e s i r a b l e . 
DO Y O U H A V E A N Y C O M M E N T S TO T H E A B O V E C O M M E N T S ？ 
P l e a s e e n t e r y o u r c o m m e n t s , a r g u m e n t s in t h e s p a c e s p r o v i d e d in 
t h e a n s w e r s h e e t s . T h a n k s . 
COMMENTS FROM PANEL MEMBER:ROUND 3 
- - B e c a u s e of t h e r i s i n g c o s t of h e a l t h c a r e , t h e f i s c a l 
c o n s t r a i n s on the g o v e r n m e n t from i n j e c t i n g ever increasing sum 
and p r o p o r t i o n of total p u b l i c e x p e n d i t u r e on h e a l t h / m e d i c a l 
c a r e , the r i s i n g fee charge of H o s p i t a l A u t h o r i t y to recoup 
p a r t of the c o s t , p l u s p r o m o t i o n of c o m m u n i t y e d u c a t i o n on 
(desirability of m e d i c a l i n s u r a n c e for both employers and 
e m p l o y e e s , it can be e x p e c t e d that p r i v a t e h e a l t h insurance 
w i l l i n c r e a s e . 
--The g o v e r n m e n t can p l a y two i m p o r t a n t roles in the d e v e l o p m e n t 
of h e a l t h care f i n a n c i n g in Hong K o n g . F i r s t , it can establish 
the m i n i m u m level of c a r e , both p r i m a r y and h o s p i t a l i z a t i o n 
c o s t s , that it is w i l l i n g and able to f i n a n c e . S e c o n d , it can 
take a m o r e p r o a c t i v e role in r e g u l a t i n g the v a r i o u s types of 
p l a n s o f f e r e d to the p u b l i c . T h e I n s u r a n c e A u t h o r i t y w i l l 
p l a y a v i t a l role in this r e g a r d . 
--The m a r k e t p o t e n t i a l for H e a l t h I n s u r a n c e grows as a n a t u r a l 
a f t e r m a t h of the h e i g h t e n i n g of the mass s t a n d a r d s of living 
a n d s u s t a i n e d b y H K ' s e c o n o m i c p e r f o r m a n c e s e t t i n g t h e 
p a r a m o u n t s c e n a r i o for s o c i a l a f f l u e n c e . 
- - G r o u p m e d i c a l i n s u r a n c e e f f e c t e d by e m p l o y e r s are b o o m i n g as a 
r e s u l t of the n e e d s to s h a r p e n u p c o m p e t i t i v e e d g e s in t h e 
b a t t l e for q u a l i t y h u m a n r e s o u r c e s in a tight labour m a r k e t , 
and 工 think this m e c h a n i s m shall play key role in d i c t a t i n g the 
m o d e of h e a l t h care f i n a n c i n g in the years to c o m e , as HK is to 
be p r e s e r v e d as a w i l l e q u i p p e d and m o n i t o r e d arena for free 
e n t e r p r i s i n g c o m p e t i t i o n . 
- - D e f i n i t e l y , there is a need for some kind of a p r i v a t e health 
i n s u r a n c e scheme in the very near f u t u r e . In my o p i n i o n , the 
g o v e r n m e n t h a s to d e c i d e w h i c h t a r g e t g r o u p s s h o u l d h a v e 
s p e c i a l p r o v i s i o n f i r s t , e . g . p o o r , e l d e r l y , c h i l d r e n , disable 
e t c . . 
- - E v e n t s that w i l l affect the d e m a n d for p r i v a t e h e a l t h insurance 
:loss of a large amount of m i d d l e - u p p e r income group people 
who can afford and are w i l l i n g to commit p r i v a t e h e a l t h 
i n s u r a n c e . 
:the w i l l i n g n e s s and a n t i c i p a t i o n of large c o r p o r a t i o n s in 
c o m m i t t i n g in p r o v i s i o n of h e a l t h i n s u r a n c e s c h e m e f o r 
their e m p l o y e e s . 
:the government‘s mov e (plus the H o s p i t a l A u t h o r i t y indeed) 
in p r o m o t i n g the image of d e c r e a s e g o v e r n m e n t commitment: 
in p u b l i c h e a l t h c a r e ( e . g . b y i n c r e a s e u s e r c h a r g e , 
e n c o u r a g e m e n t ’of p r i v a t e i n s u r a n c e scheme etc,) 
: u n i o n s as p r o f e s s i o n a l g r o u p w i l l i n c r e a s e t e n d e n c y to 
study the f e a s i b i l i t y of e s t a b l i s h i n g s e c t o r i a l schemes in 
v i e w of i n c r e a s e t r e n d of e m p h a s i s i n " f u n c t i o n a l 
constituencies“ in the p o l i t i c a l a r e n a . 
/ 
一一工 d o n o t t h i n k HK M e d i c a l A s s o c i a t i o n s h o u l d g e t i n v o l v e d 
d i r e c t l y in any m e d i c a l i n s u r a n c e / c o n t r a c t s c h e m e as this m a y 
j e o p a r d i s e its " p r o f e s s i o n a l " i m a g e as an u p h o l d e r of m e d i c a l 
q u a l i t y and e t h i c a l s t a n d a r d s . 
--工 e s s e n t i a l l y s u p p o r t the c o n c e p t of a m a n d a t o r y c e n t r a l h e a l t h 
i n s u r a n c e s c h e m e . G i v e n the U . S e x p e r i e n c e , 工 a g r e e it is 
n e c e s s a r y to r e g u l a t e p r e m i u m and c o s t . But a l l o w i n g the scheme 
to b e s e t u p p r i v a t e l y and be r e g u l a t e d b y g o v e r n m e n t m a y 
p r e s e n t s o m e d i f f i c u l t y a s t h i s c a n b e s e e n as u n d u e 
i n t e r v e n t i o n by g o v e r n m e n t in p r i v a t e b u s i n e s s . It is n e c e s s a r y 
for p u b l i c o p i n i o n to shift to a c c o m m o d a t e such a r e g u l a t o r y 
r o l e for the g o v e r n m e n t . 
A P P E N D I X 
M e d i c a l E x p e n d i t u r e 1976-1987 
P r i v a t e G o v e r n m e n t % G o v t Spending %GDP 
{ m i l l i o n ) (million) 
76 1674 565 9% 4% 
80 2657 1642 7% 3.1% 
81 3438 2120 8% 3.4% 
82 4032 2694 8% 4% 
83 5288 2931 9% 4% 
84 5958 3268 9% 4% 
85 6550 3769 9% 4% 
86 7382 4501 11% 4% 
87 8386 5053 11% 4% 
S o u r c e s : E s t i m a t e of GDP 1976-1986 
HK S o c i a l & E c o n o m i c T r e n d s 1976-1986 
M e d i c a l D i r e c t o r y of H K , 4th E d i t i o n 
Appendix B—-Con id. 
1 O R E C A S r OF TRENDS IN CONSOLIDATED PUBLIC SECTOR 
EXPENDITURE 丨989-90 TO 1993-94 
1、2 Tabic 2 shows Consolidated Public Scclor expendiLure over the period from 1989-90 lo 1993-94 and the 
forecast share for programme area groups. 
Consolidated Public Scctor Expenditure by Programme Area Groups 1989-90 to 1993-94 Tabic 2 
Revised ,’ 
IZslimaic , 1 曹丄St 
Programme Area Groups ,989-90 1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 
% % % % % 
— 
(A) Economic 5.2 5.7 5.2 4.7 4.7 
(B) Security 
(1) Inlcrnal Security 11.8 11.5 11.3 11.2 I I . I 
(2) Immigrat ion 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
(3) Other 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
13.7 丨 3.5 丨 3.3 丨 3.2 13.丨 
(C) Social Services . 
⑴ Social Welfare 5.8 6.1 6.3 6.5 6.7 
(2) Health 8.7 9.4 10.5 I I .1 I I . I 
14.5 15.5 16.8 丨 7.6 丨 7.8 » 
( D ) Education 15.9 15.0 15.6 15.9 15.5 
(E) Environment 1.6 2.1 2.8 2.6 3.4 
(F) Community and External AfTairs 
(1) Rccrcation, Cul ture and Amenit ies 5.6 6.0 5.1 ‘ 5.6 6.0 
(2) District and Commun i t y RcUilions 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 
(3) Other 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
6.6 7.0 6.7 6.6 7.0 
(G ) Infrastructure 
(1) Transport 5.0 4.7 5.2 4.9 4.8 
(2) Land and Buildings 8.6 6.7 6.9 6.6 5.6 
(3) Wa lc r Supply 3.3 3.3 3.6 4.4 5.7 
16.9 丨 4.7 15.7 15.9 丨 6.1 
(H) Support 11.5 13.5 】2.0 12.0 12.0 
(I) Housing , 14.1 13.0 11.9 11.5 10.4 
100.0 丨 00.0 丨 00.0 100.0 100.0 ； 
-~ I I I I I I 、： 
$m $m Sm Sm $m j 
《 





MEDICAL BENEFITS OF EMPLOYEE IN HK(IN 
I： 二 = 二二二二二二二二:r：：：：： 二二二二二二二二二二二二二二二二二二二二二二二二二二二二二二二二 
CRAFTSMEN NON-PRODUCTION WORKER PROFESSIONALS 
A C C I D E N T INSURANCE 
N o n - c o n t r i b u t o r y 0.14 7 ^ 45 11.00 
C o n t r i b u t o r y 0.00 0.00 0.00 
None 96.59 90.70 
M E D I C A L B E N E F I T S 
M e d i c a l Insurance 
n o n - c o n t r i b u t o r y 25.00 12.30 11.00 
c o n t r i b u t o r y 0.30 1.00 
Free Co Dr 7.91 8.85 3.00 
S u b s i d i z e d Co Dr 6.00 5.28 0.00 
F u l l r e i m b u r s e m e n t 〇.•〇 0.00 1.00 
P a r t i a l r e i m b u r s e m e n t 5.56 ‘ 10.85 5.00 
Other 1.62 1.72 
N 赚 68.95 53.36 43.00 
Sources: C o n s o l i d a t e d from Quarterly Reports of Wages, Salaries & 
Employee B e n e f i t s , Census & Statistics D e p a r t m e n t . 
ANALYSIS OF GEN INS BUSINESS, INSURANCE COUNCIL OF HK, 1986,87 
EMPLOYEE COMP ACCIDENT & OTHER ALL INSURER RETURN 
(IN $ MM) 86 曰 7 86 87 86 87 
• •- • — — — —• ‘ • — — — MM — . M _ _ — — > 
GROSS 723.00 791.98 470.20 6曰8.35 4153.00 4751.54 
DIRECT 672.00 .. 7.38.79 424.80 616.72 3716.30 4258.73 
REINS 51.10 53.19 45.40 71.63 436.70 472.81 
REINS 215.60 222.60 210.40 271.33 1740.50 2130.45 
LOCAL 90.70 105.30 110.40 142.05 800.89 894.53 
OVERSEA 124.90 117.30 100.00 149.28 1139.58 1235.92 
RETAINED ‘ 
NET 0'SEA R/I 547.10 621.49 324.80 467.44 2576.73 3022.81 
NET ALL R/I 507.50 569.38 259.80 397.02 2212.55 2621.09 
NET EARNED 471.90 614.65 239.70 381.59 2091.90 2605.42 
TOT. EXPENSE 248/90 279.42 101.80 127.12 1061.10 1205.90 
NET COMMISSION 187.10 206.94 47.10 57.86 683.09 765.57 
CLAIM 
GROSS 316.40 407.03 202.10 263.94 1543.70 1878.14 
NET 205.10 302.40 138.70 192.28. 765'. 80 1141.62 
NET U'WRITG BALANCE 
NET 17.90 32.84 -0.8 62.18 65.10 257.91 
LOSS RATIO 43.467. 49.027. 57.867. 50.397. 46. 177. 43.827. 
木 MEDICAL EXPENDITURE IN '86 = 7382 NN; ‘87=8386 MN 
PRIVATE MEDICAL EXPENDITURE PAID BY INSURANCE 二 2.747. 
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